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Since information technologies (IT) such as the "Internet" are being heralded
as vehicles for increasing economic integration, the focus of this study is to
determine ways that Internet technology can be used to increase West African
subregional trade. The research design used both the survey and case methods to
determine (1) perceptions of how the four independent variables (political,
economic, social and technical) influence Internet adoption, and (2) whether Internet
adoption has an influence on subregional trade in West Africa.
The multilingual questionnaire (English, French and Portuguese) was based
on an extensive review of literature and exploratory information taken from
Internet discussion groups. The respondent sample frame was taken from embassy
trade lists, commercial trade directories, and convenience samples of Internet
discussion groups focusing on technological development in Africa. Questionnaires
from seven countries were received. Case analysis consisted of a series of structured
interviews which took place at a technology conference in Accra, Ghana. These
interviews were conducted to supplement the survey response rate.
After the data were tested for both reliability (alpha coefficient) and validity
(factor analysis), five hypotheses were tested. The study found that (1) out of the
four independent variables chosen for the study, only the political variable had a
profound influence on Internet adoption and (2) Internet adoption is strongly
correlated with subregional trade.
Conclusions drawn from this study suggest that, despite the lack of ability
to regulate the Internet, the government plays an important role in producing the
a hospitable climate for its development. While cost is still a concern for most trade
companies, awareness of the Internet is widespread and "technophobia" has been
surmounted. Alternative power sources are needed to sustain growth and
collaborative efforts are encouraged for subregional integration.
Some recommendations are: formation of Internet advocacy groups to
influence government technological initiatives; collaboration between subregional
organs such as Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), West
African Monetary Agency (WAMA) and West African Enterprise Network
(WAEN); proliferation of subregional "telecenters"; "West African Internetwork"
topology using Internet and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) to promote
subregional integration.
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The information revolution that has taken place in the past decade is
going to dominate the world so that no country can go on its own and
be ignored. What happens in the remotest corner of the world will
become news in seconds. . . . These are realities Africa must take into
account in thinking of how it will organize itself in the 21st century.1
The above statement illustrates the exigency of Africa's adaptation to the
changing trends of information technology (IT).2 IT is having a tremendous impact
on critical sectors of the world and has unfurled healthy debates on its influence in
closing or widening existing chasms around the globe. Due to advances in IT,
borders have become malleable, resulting in fierce competition for global markets.
In today's so-called "information age," Africa is at a critical crossroad.
African nations, which previously aligned with one bloc or another, find themselves
threatened by a number of regional superblocs. As illustrated below, Europe, North
America, and Asia have moved gradually away from multilateralism and moved
*"Africa Must Prepare for Next Century," interview with Adebayo Adedeji, West
Africa, 18-24 March 1996,428-429.
2Information technology primarily refers to electronic media used in the creation,
manipulation, and transmission of data (i.e., digital or analog) over cable, microwave, or
satellite channels of communication.
2
aggressively toward regional solidarity to bolster their economic leverage in an
increasingly competitive international environment:3
The evolution of this summit Group and its supporting structures
further encouraged these countries to see themselves as the
custodians of the world economy and to disregard the basic principle
of multilateral discourse and decision-making embodied in the United
Nations Charter.4
Due to increasing demands to communicate across international borders, the
computer industry has shifted accordingly from an emphasis on centralized
processing based on brute strength (i.e., mainframes), to decentralized processing
based on networking.5 This paradigmatic shift termed "internetworking," entails
the connection of disparate computer systems worldwide resulting in an
exponential increase in economies of scope and distribution of resources. This
technological scheme has become known as the "Internet."6
3Jaime de Melo and Arvind Panagariva, "The New Regionalism," Finance and
Development, December 1991,37-40.
4South Commission, The, The Challenge of the South (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1990), 72. The Group of Seven (G-7), with the inclusion of Russia, is now known as
the G-8.
5On 26 January 1998, Compaq Computer Corporation agreed to buy the Digital
Equipment Corporation for $9.6 billion. "The take over marks the ascendancy of personal
computers over the behemoths that had dominated computing in the 1970s. But it also
signals that the future lies not in small computers alone, but in integrated networks..." Saul
Hansell, "Compaq is Buying Digital, Aiming Challenge at I.B.M.," New York Times, 27
January 1998, Al, C6.
Internet, which is only one component of IT, is a "network of networks" which
has the ability to exchange, integrate and manipulate electronic data (text, video graphics,
audio) over long distances at high speeds. For a brief history, see Barry Leiner and others,
"A Brief History of the Internet Part 1," OnThelnternet, May/June 1997,16-25.
Internet development in Africa has only recently begun to make progressive
strides into the continent.7 Past infusions of applied technology presented a guise
of "modernity" while resulting in "disorganic development/'8 a situation where the
prescribed technology was deemed inappropriate and ultimately disruptive to the
existing social and economic concerns. Regional communication will be critical as
the information age catapults the world into the new millennium.
While it may not be prudent to herald the Internet as a panacea, it can help
in the deceleration of underdevelopment as much as it can aid the acceleration of
development. The worldwide trend of "regionalism" will require stronger
initiatives by African nations to pool intellectual resources and lessen their
technological dependence on "developed" nations. South African telecom expert
Ashiek Manie makes the following assertion:
We should not empower ourselves simply to get on board a
train that belongs to the G-7 (Group of Seven) countries which we do
not have the capacity to guide our advantage. We must plan and
define our own destiny.9
7Mike Jensen, "InternetConnectivity for Africa," OnThelnternet, September/October
1997,32.
8See A. Sivanandan, "Imperialism and Disorganic Development in the Silicon Age,"
Monthly Review 33,3 (1980): 24-42.
9Gumisai Mutume, "From Oral Tradition to Screens and Keyboards," Inter Press
Service (IPS), 14 May 1997.
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This study will focus on the West African subregion, but more specifically,
the nations comprising the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS).10 This subregion is the focus of this study for several reasons.
First, while there exists isolated development projects targeted at
specific nations within West Africa, there have been few efforts to
design an integrated system for information interchange;
second, West African nations of ECOWAS represent the oldest
subregional grouping and have the potential to serve as a catalyst for
pioneering technological advancements;
third, with a vast labor pool and an abundance of natural resources,
the West African subregion is strategically important;
fourth, national markets in West Africa are too small to maintain
leverage against the competing "superblocs." With only 10-12%
subregional trade conducted within West Africa, there is a need for
employment of strategies for regional trade integration.
Table 1 below shows that much of the trade activity of West African nations
is still oriented toward the North, influencing efforts of subregional integration.
Article 46 of the ECOWAS Treaty states that the overall mission of the organization
is the establishment of West African links to improve the telecommunication
necessary for the economic and social development of the Community.11 Today's
"ECOWAS, a 16-nation contingent is designed to gain economic advantage via
subregional cooperation and to improve international leverage on several factors with
multinational corporations (MNCs), foreign governments, and international organizations.
ECOWAS was formed after the signing of the Treaty of Lagos on 28 May 1975.The sixteen
members are: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, C6te dTvoire, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo.
See Appendix A for a profile of West Africa and its characteristics.
"Modupeola Irele, The Economic Community ofWest African States: A Bibliography and
Sourcebook (Lagos: Nigerian Institute of International Affairs, 1990), 114.
network technologies are being taken more seriously as vehicles for regional

















































































Sources: Calculated from Direction of Trade Statistics (Washington, D.C: IMF, 1997).
The Statement of the Problem
The information age has ushered in a new reality for the world's six billion
citizens. Access, or the lack of access to information, is rapidly creating a dichotomy
of the "haves" and the "have-nots," giving credence to the adage, "information is
power". While theorists assert that the diffusion of technology is a key element to
the international distribution of power,12 it is often done selectively resulting in a
defacto bias favoring certain nations, organizations, individuals, and academic
specialities most likely to receive valuable technology.13
Galtung uses a multivariate approach to describe the dichotomous
information disparity between developed ("center") and developing ("periphery")
nations.14 This is a critical issue given that nations wielding control over the flow of
information often wield control over the flow of the world's resources. Mowlana
contends that recent attention on the international flow of information, "is due to
the increased awareness of nation-states, institutions, groups, imbalances, and their
consequences and impact on the national and international decision-making
"Robert Giplin, "Equilibrium and Decline," America Foreign Policy, ed. G. John
flcenberry, (Princeton: Harper-Collins, 1989), 124.
13Seymour E. Goodman and others, "The Global Diffusion of the Internet Patterns
and Problems," Communication of the ACM 37, 8 (August 1994): 30.
"Johan Galtung, "The Structural Theory of Imperialism," Journal ofPeace Research
2 (1971): 92-93. Some theorists have used the term "information imperialism" to describe
the strategic control of information flow. In his multivariate analysis of structural
imperialism, Galtung includes economics, politics, military, culture, and communication
as variables contributing in the existing inequities between the center and the periphery.
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processing as well as on the individual and private lives of people around the
world/'15
This incessant drive toward a total technologically-based world has created
deep concern for those nations who have not yet realized its importance. Due to
current advancements in technology and the International Product Life Cycle
(IPLQ, the information gap should diminish over time.16 Unfortunately, "there has
also been a tendency in some of the aid agencies to see telecoms as not being to do
with basic needs and therefore not be of critical importance to development."17
NGO organizations' prescriptions usually center around "low-tech"
strategies such as immunizations, basic literacy, disease- and drought-resistant
cereals and oilseeds, simple pumps, deep drop toilets, and two-phase electrification.
Pitroda rebukes non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and asserts:
The policies of development agencies like the World Bank too often
limit "appropriate technology" to the two dimensional, twopenny
solutions that bring the poor to the doorway of the modern world but
not actually across the threshold.18
15Hamid Mowlana, Global Information and World Communication: New Frontiers in
International Relation$,{Uew York: UNESCO Press, 1986): 1.
16The IPLC is a five-stage cycle describing the diffusion process of an innovation
across national boundaries. The stages are: Stage zero, local innovation; Stage one, overseas
innovation; Stage two, maturity; Stage three, worldwide imitation; Stage four, reversal. Sak
Onkvisit and John Shaw, International Marketing: Analysis and Strategy (Columbus: Merrill,
1989): 423-427.
17Rasaad Jamie, "Ringing the Changes/' South, April 1997,20.
18Satyan Pitroda, "Development, Democracy and the Village Telephone," Harvard
Business Review (November-December 1993): 66.
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Many NGOs place such a low standard on developing nations that
technological investments in these regions are often viewed as a waste of valuable
resources. Babacar Fall of the Pan-African News Agency espouses a long-term
approach concerning the prioritization of technology for development:
For years, the main obstacle to real development has been, 'We
have to feed the people firsf. . . . But if you want the people to feed
themselves, you have to have a different view. . . . Say you go to a
small village. People are hungry. Is the priority an electronic mailbox
. . . or 100 kilograms of corn?. . . What we've learned over the past
twenty years is that the mailbox may well be the priority.19
This exploratory study will provide strategies to employ Internet technology
in a way that will ultimately improve levels of transnational trade within the West
African subregional. Today's commerce is increasingly based on the transferral of
pulses of data allowing greater flexibility, a broader span of control, and timely
distribution of goods and services.20 Since African small/medium enterprises
(SMEs) lack the knowledge time and resources (material and human) to identify and
articulate their technological needs,21 this study will seek to provide coherent
strategies in an attempt to fill such a void.
19Jeff Greenwald, "Wiring Africa/' Wired, June 1994, 60.
^ew Marketing Imperatives Roundtable, "Preparing for a Point-to-Point World/'
Marketing Management, 3,4 (Spring 1995): 30.
21African Development Bank, African Development Report 1996, (Abidjan: African
Development Bank, 1996), 108.
The Importance of the Study
The importance of obtaining the competence to use technology and
enhance skills cannot be underestimated. Mere survival in
tomorrow's high-technology information age means that a nation will
have to play in the technological arena or become an obsolete icon of
a past age.22
After reading such a serious statement, a critic could opine that it is
unnecessary to spend scarce capital resources on sophisticated equipment when
there are other compelling concerns in Africa. While it is prudent to argue that
health care, education, food production are major areas of concern in Africa, there
are equally important areas that require attention.
One major area of concern has been the inefficient and ineffectual methods
of communication in Africa. The physical infrastructure is woefully lacking and
negatively affects the distribution of goods and services to neighboring nations.
Much of African trade retains a North-South orientation due to the use of
established distribution routes constructed during the colonial period.
Africa has the poorest teledensity rating and point-to-point connections are
often unreliable.23 Although much has been said about the huge expense for
infrastructural development, perhaps it is more expensive not to adopt:
^Dhyana Ziegler and Molefi Asante, Thunder and Silence: The Mass Media in Africa
(Trenton: African World Press Inc., 1992), 67.
23Africa's teledensity rating, which is measured by telephone connections per 100
persons, stands at less than one. World Bank, African Development Indicators (Washington,
DC: World Bank, 1997), 254.
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A 1983 World Bank study of Uganda showed that 2000
government officials made 40,000 trips a year to handle
administrative matters that could have been handled by mail or
telephone - if these services had been available. The study estimated
that about 250 person-years of government time were wasted each
year at the cost of $600,000.24
This shocking account of excessive waste and inefficiency accentuates the
need to diminish the abuses of time and distance. Particularly in the multi-
procedural trade sector, timely access to information can make a difference in trade
efficiency which has been a factor in performance. Djamen et al. list five reasons for
the importance of the Internet:
1. The Internet could help the establishment of new industries and provide
access to new markets.
2. The Internet reduces the distances between workers.
3. The Internet enhances the conception of research and development through
sharing resources such as information and powerful number-crunching
equipment.
4. The Internet facilitates access to the public.
5. The Internet enhances the disappearance of national frontiers.25
24Aido Opoku-Mensah Brako, "Superhighway Roadblocks/' Toward Freedom,
December 1995-January 1996,16-17.
^Jean-Yves Djamen, Dunia Ramazani, Stephane Soteg Some, Networking in Africa:
An Unavoidable Evolution Towards the Internet. Paper was published as technical report 937
of the Department d'Informatique et de Recherche Operationelle (IRO), Universite de
Montreal, January 1995. University of Pennsylvania Web Site, http://www.sas.upenn.edu
/African_Studies/Padis/telematics_Djamen.html.
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Jipguep re-emphasizes the importance of telecommunications technology:
It acts as a feedback cycle between suppliers and their customers. This
system of information flow becomes all the more important for
international trade where suppliers and customers are geographically
removed. It is evident from available data that flows of international








TABLE 2. INTERNET BENEFITS FOR REGIONAL TRADE
• Increased speed of transactions
• Elimination of space and time frontiers
• Reduced flow of paper and mail processing
• Interactive graphical user interface (GUI)
• Wider market reach
• Multimedia for richer content
• Improved production forecasting
• Better inventory management
• Better utilization of distribution channels
• Preservation of hard currencies
• Amelioration of exchange rate discrepancies
• Reduced bank interest charges
• Faster billing
• Improved audit trails
• Reduced use of paper invoices
• Better project collaboration
• Video-conferencing
• Internet telephony
Jean Jipguep, The Role of Telecommunications in the Economic Integration ofAfrica,
paper presented in Abidjan, Cdte d'lvoire, 17 June 1993. International Telecommunications
Union Web Site, http://www.itu.ch/itudoc.osg/jjspeech/ivoryc_122520.html.
12
To view the Internet as "tool/' as is commonly asserted by pundits, is to
adopt an "end-user mentality" and denude it of its true geopolitical and
geoeconomic significance. The implications of its adoption are far-reaching and
result in a total transformation of the communicative paradigm. Many nations are
taking advantage of the astounding capabilities of "internetworking" to exchange
a variety of data and communicate more efficiently in a time-conscious world:
And nowhere is this more feasible than in the competitive field of
business and marketing where speed and timing make the difference
between success and failure.27
With all the laudable rhetoric concerning Internet technology, there are still
debates about its longevity. Some have asserted that the Internet has been
"oversold" and may be crushed by its own weight.28 What cannot be debated is that
the Internet has caused such interesting debates on the role it will play in shaping
the lives of humanity. Industry giant, Bill Gates extols the virtues of the Internet and
has hedged the future of Microsoft on its potential:
Virtually everything Microsoft does these days reflects my conviction
that the Internet is going to grow so that almost everyone in the
developed world and in huge numbers in the developing world will
be users.29
27Chris Ejimofor, "Waking up to Computers," West Africa, 21-27 November 1994,
1998.
MSee Clifford Stall's, Silicon Snake Oil (New York: Anchor Books, 1995) for a
pessimistic view of the intangible attributes of Internet technology.
29Bill Gates, The Road Ahead (New York: Penguin, 1996), 263.
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Notwithstanding, these crucial questions remain. Will the Internet be
relegated to the "graveyard" of failed solutions? Will Africa be made (again) the
testing ground for future technologically-based initiatives?30 The challenge of today
is to demonstrate, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the Internet stands apart from
previous development initiatives offered to Africa and will play a vital role in the
continent's development.
The Internet is an phenomenon that Africa must understand or risk being
relegated to a position of impotence in international affairs. The issue has become
not whether Africa should adopt IT, but how Africa should adopt IT.31 Its importance
lies in its practical application as a framework for the development of trade
strategies for regional interdependence based on the uniqueness of several
variables.
In the final analysis, the Internet will one day become the "universal dial-
tone" through which trade missions are conducted. Its importance will force West
African institutions to, "create and exploit a trade information network among
themselves, in order to tighten the intersectoral links and redouble their efforts to
intensify the flow of information on trade and investments, thereby enhancing
technicians assert that there is actually an oversupply of efforts toward
connecting Africa. Gumisai Mutume, "AFRICA-TELEMATICS: Small Service Providers
Need to Watch Out," Inter Press Service (IPS), 20 February 1997.
31Saul Zulu, "Africa's Survival Plan for Meeting the Challenges of Information
Technology/' Libri 44,1 (1994): 87.
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greater cooperation between our industries whose production should be
complementary rather than competitive/'32
Outline of the Chapters
Around the central themes introduced in this chapter, the second chapter will
be the literature review which will provide sources central to the problem statement
and provides a foundation for the study.
The second chapter will present an analysis of the West African subregion.
Also included is a historical overview of the subregion, covering past technological
initiatives, and variables affecting adoption of the Internet. This chapter provides
a foundation for understanding the subregional nuances and the impact on
development of Internet strategies.
The third chapter will include the research methodology which gives an
overview of procedures employed for defining and operationalizing the variables,
constructing the questionnaire, and determining the sampling procedures. This
chapter will discuss the methods for data collection and analysis.
The fourth chapter will deal with the data analysis and the explanation of the
data. The findings of the data analysis will be used for determining statistical
significance, handling of inconsistencies in the data and testing of the hypotheses.
32
West Africa Clearing House Bulletin, 3 (July-December 1995): 1.
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The fifth chapter will deal with the case analyses conducted during a
technology conference in Accra, Ghana. These cases are drawn from interviews with
the idea of providing valuable qualitative information to the quantitative results.
Much of the content of these cases is used to draw conclusions and to help provide
information devising a strategic framework.
The sixth chapter will include a summary of findings, review of sample
demographics, review of technological profile, general observations, policy
implications, future projections, and conclusion.
The seventh chapter will deal with recommended strategies contrived as a
result of the findings. This phase will reify the conceptual framework by placing the
findings in the confines of a strategic implementation.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Within the last decade, a new phenomenon has burst upon the scene and has
begun to change every aspect of the world society. This technological phenomenon
is often referred to as the "information superhighway/' but more specifically the
"Internet." With the plethora of technologies converging at such a blistering pace,
the Internet has taken on an "ambassadorial" role in the "New World Information
Order."
The 30-year evolution of the Internet is causing the complete transformation
of practically every discipline and is poised to change synergistic relationships
within organizational structures resulting in a revolutionary communication
standard. So far Africa has been left behind in this technological "foot race," but
due to unique factor endowments, "leapfrogging" could catapult the African
continent into a competitive position. Microsoft's Bill Gates implies this potentiality:
Unless poor political decisions are made, I doubt that many of
the developed countries will end up more than a year or two ahead
of or behind the others in the development of an Internet-based
communications infrastructure.1
'Bill Gates, The Road Ahead (New York: Penguin, 1996), 283.
16
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In addition, an Internet pioneer Negroponte makes a similar prophecy:
... the "Third World" five years from now may not be where you
think it is. There have been many theories of leapfrog development,
none of which has yet survived the test of time. That's about to
change.2
Technology Transfer in Africa
Through the Internet, African schools would be able to
supplement tiny or nonexistent libraries with on-line access to
collections all over the world. Scientific researchers and doctors who
lack the money to subscribe to leading journals would be able to keep
abreast of the latest work in their fields. And businesses large and
small would be able to market their goods or hunt for foreign partners
cheaply.3
Despite the utilitarian value of the Internet, the question is often raised
whether Africa has the local technological capacity (LTC) for its absorption.
Technology is often perceived (by most world citizens) as a "space-age"
phenomenon that is beyond the comprehension of the average individual. The truth
is that forms of technology have existed in Africa for many millenniums, and
vestiges of its origins are still present today. Today's "high-tech" society was built
on a foundation of the most simplistic and fundamental principles of science.
Recent studies have documented pre-colonial indigenous technology in
Africa with respect to manufacturing and agricultural technology, mining and civil
2Nicholas Negroponte, "The Third Shall Be First," Wired, January 1998,96.
3Howard French, "In Africa, Reality of Technology Falls Short," New York Times 26
January 1998, Cl, C10.
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engineering, transport, communications, and warfare.4 Even today, Western
scientists make expeditions into the vastness of the lush rain forests, and remote
villages to talk to the "primitive" natives concerning ancient technological secrets.5
However, "old" brands of technology have been repackaged with a host of
Western specifications after which it is no longer recognizable to those who
contributed to its foundation. The idea that Africans could use "talking drums" and
the griots to send one message to a whole village, despite the limitations, is precisely
the same concept used in a contemporary medium such as electronic mail:
This is done by one drummer relaying sound from one place to
another drummer at another place, and so on, until the message
reaches its destination.6
The above process is remarkably similar to the way e-mail is routed from one
network access point (NAP) to another until reaching its destination. In studying
these traditional channels, important potential uses will be identified and
coordination between modern technology and traditional channels can be achieved.7
4Andrew Urevbu, "Impact of Science and Technology on Everyday Life: An African
Perspective," Impact of Science on Society, 161 (1991): 71. Also see Ivan Van Sertima, Blacks
in Science, 2nd edition (New Jersey: Transaction Books, 1994).
Case studies have been conducted on the metaphysical abilities and extensive
scientific knowledge of the amazing Dogon people in western Mali. These "primitive"
people can sight distant bodies of stars without the use of telescopic instruments. Cheik
Anta Diop, Civilization or Barbarism (New York: Lawrence Hill, 1981), 314-316.
6Dhyana Ziegler and Molefi Asante, Thunder and Silence: The Mass Media in Africa
(Trenton: African World Press Inc., 1992), 6.
7Hamid Mowlana, Global Information and World Communication: New Frontiers in
International Relations (New York: UNESCO Press, 1986), 163.
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If there exists such an African link to technology, then why has the Internet made
such slow inroads into Africa? To understand this question, the context of history
must be understood.
When Europeans developed their industrial infrastructure, much of their
technological designs were tailored to their specific economic and ecological factors.
For example, many of the Europeans' efforts in engineering came because of the
exigencies of a harsh winter. This factor necessitated the erection of reinforced
buildings, harnessing of energy for heat and the development of sophisticated
textile industries. Although Africa also has a need for these essential goods, the
technological demands differ in intensity due to the milder climate.
In the 1960s, Western nations designed technical assistance programs for the
purpose of repeating the industrial revolution of Europe. However, much of the
technologies were specific to the Western environment. The development programs
designed for post-independent Africa attempted to use this equipment without
much alteration. It is understandable that these machines routinely malfunctioned
due to heat, dust, humidity, and improper use.
In addition, much ofwhat was intended in terms of technology transfer was
neither feasible, nor applicable. What typically results is technology transplantation
(not technology transferral) and an increasing reliance on Western consultants to
figure out why these "state-of-the-art" methods were inappropriate for Africa.
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For example, much of the technology transferred to developing nations was
typically capital-intensive and labor-saving, whereas the chief problem in most
developing nations is unemployment. In nations where job creation is a national
policy, high-tech multinational corporations are not welcome because of the
possibilities of displacement and job elimination:8
Much of the technology often imported by the LDCs (lesser-
developed countries) evolved under different socio-economic and
geographical set-ups which are prevalent in the DCs (developed
countries), the domiciles of their design, engineering and production.
The technologies are meant to accommodate labor shortages,
adequate and reliable power supply, highly trained technical and
managerial personnel and a large number of related services and
facilities.9
Obviously, an environment lacking such an infrastructure will render any
effort to accomplish successful technological absorption very difficult. In addition,
this situation may cause an attitude of skepticism at future initiatives. Perhaps what
is needed is Schumacher's "intermediate technology":
The development of an intermediate technology, therefore, means a
genuine forward movement into new territory, where the enormous
cost and complication of production methods for the sake of labour
saving and job elimination is avoided and technology is made
appropriate for labour surplus societies.10
8Sak Onkvisit and John Shaw, International Marketing: Analysis and Strategy
(Columbus: Merrill, 1989), 143.
9J.A. Fabayo, (Mrs.) A.F. Odejide and J.A. Alade, "Technological Self-Reliance for
Industrial Development in Nigeria: Issues and Impediments/' Scandanavian Journal of
Development Alternatives 13,1&2 (June 1994): 10.
10E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered (New York:
Harper Row, 1973), 176.
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Scientific and Personnel Infrastructure
In Ghana, according to the National Board for small-scale industries,
up to 50 per cent of working time in small firms is wasted by chasing
up goods and orders in person for want of reliable phone, fax and
telex lines."
While the attention concerning development in West Africa has been
funneled into the health, agricultural and commercial sectors, the scientific and
technological sectors have been sorely neglected. Choosing to feed starving children
as opposed to importing technology, is understandable, but nations in West Africa
have historically been the subject of strict austerity measures hindering any
technological initiatives:
Within African circles, some credence is given to a
"conspiracy" explanation, which argues that the World Bank and its
bosses, the developed countries, find it in their interests to keep the
African countries as mainly exporters of raw materials and importers
of manufactured items rather than to assist them in becoming
tenacious industrial competitors, . . . n
Incidentally, the Northern, Southern, and Eastern parts of Africa have
aggressively begun the process of building a viable infrastructure.13 Cyclical turmoil
and temperamental policies have stifled the Western region. Many post-
32.
"Joanna Pegum, "Phone Power/' South, April 1997,25.
"Robert Brown, "How African Can Prosper," World Policy Journal 11,3 (Fall 1994),
13The Southern and Eastern regions have benefitted from the economic and
technological leadership of South Africa. Tunisia is one of the pioneers in technological
development in North Africa. See Ridha KeU "En Premiere ligne," Jeune Afrique, December
1996,114-117. J V
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independent governments in Africa have developed over-centralized
administrations. What has resulted is a severe restriction on the flow of information
further exacerbating the lack of appreciation for its use.
Unfortunately, most policy makers in Africa do not perceive information as
an important resource vital for national development.14 In addition, information
technology, such as the Internet, is perceived as something infeasible not only
because of its capital-intensity, but because its value may not be immediately
realized. While visions of African connectivity have existed for nearly one century,
it is ironic that the Internet has not received the attention it deserves.15
Multivariate Influences on Internet Technology
The conditions under which similar groups of people are
struggling for the solution of the same problem are not identical.
Their geographic, political, and socioeconomic environment may
widely differ. In particular, there are very large and very small
countries, mainland ones and island ones, dictatorships and less
oppressive regimes, or even democracies, formal and informal
sectors, etc. It would be interesting to know if these main
characteristics change the problem-solving processes and the role of
information in them, to the point each case should be treated as
distinct.16
14Saul Zulu, "Africa's Survival Plan for Meeting the Challenges of Information
Technology/' Libri 44,1 (1994): 82.
15Babacar Fall of Senegal states, "The first time Africa spoke of an information
network was in 1900 at the first Pan-African Congress when the watchword was building
links with the Black diaspora." Howard French, "Linked to Internet, Could Africa's Voice
Be Heard?" New York Times, 1 October 1994,2.
16Michel Menou, "The Impact of Information -1. Toward Research Agenda for its
Definition and Measurement," Information Processing and Management 31,4 (1995): 464.
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During the post-colonial period in West Africa, many nations fell prey to the
"fallacy of transference" by attempting to transplant technology from developed
nations without incorporating political, economic, social variables. Many non
governmental organizations (NGOs) brought their "modernization" models to
Africa, and with them, delusionary visions of transferability.17 Before the transferral
of any technology is discussed, many variables must be considered before making
an assessment of its "appropriateness":
The differences among countries in their economies, levels of
education, languages, underlying cultures and historic associations all
have considerable effects on the likely success in the uptake of a new
technology. . . 18
The absorption of technology is determined by multiple variables which
present interesting challenges to the target nation. Roessner and Porter identified
four key factors needed to achieve technological competitiveness in international
markets: national orientation, socioeconomic structure, technological infrastructure
and productive capacity. They found that the first two variables may be more,
important in the process of technological absorption.19
17c
See Gerald Sussman and John A. Lent, eds., "Introduction: Critical Perspectives
on Communication and the Third World Development/' Transnational Communications:
Wiring the Third World (Newbury Park: Sage, 1991), 3-8 for their critique of modernization
models that center around technological infusions of Western imagery.
"Mayuri Odedra and others, "Sub-Saharan Africa: A Technological Desert,"
Communication of the ACM 36,2 (February 1993): 28.
19J. David Roessnerand Alan Porter,"Achieving Technology-Based Competitiveness
in Developing Countries/' Technology Transfer in the Developing Countries, ed., Manas
Chatterji (New York: MacMfflan, 1990), 101.
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Wallender presented interesting analysis on the technological environments
of five developing nations. In his analysis, he examined the economic and political
factors, the technical infrastructural situations, the local support and diffusion
systems to determine how these variables impact the absorption of technology by
corporations.20 Lin used both the case method and path analysis to analyze the
impact of political, economic, and education variables on the diffusion of Internet
technology.21 Based on the review of these studies, the following section will survey
the literature of four relevant variables: political, economic, social and technical.
Political Impact on Internet Adoption
In post-independent West Africa, the political landscape experienced a
complex transformation in the quest of stability. Just prior to independence, many
nations in West Africa were embroiled in freedom movements attempting to throw
off the yoke of a repressive colonial system.
The "national bourgeoisie" were often the natives who benefitted from the
colonial system due to their appointed positions by the European governors. The
paternalistic administrative systems inherited after colonialism emphasized total
centralization of power and authority which included the flow of information. The
20Harvey Wallender, Technology Transfer Management in the Developing Countries
(Cambridge: Ballinger, 1979), 155-248.
21Ning Lin, "Diffusion of Information Technology: A Case Study of Computer
Network and the Role of Government Industry and Academia in Developing the
Internet/NREN," (Ph,D. dissertation, University of Texas-Austin, 1993).
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military became an arm of oppression for the government and any utterance or
dissemination of dissent meant an immediate crackdown on the source of the
information.22
Many post-independent regimes were one-party states which disallowed
opposition of any kind. Thus, the regulation of newspapers, telecommunications
and other sources of information were rigorously enforced. Many governments,
perceive the flow of information as a vehicle for political agitation. Studies of
"electronic subversion" come to mind when reflecting Russia's use of electronic
mail in their pro-democracy movement in 1991.
Older communication technology, such as radio and television, is centralized
and subject to control. However, new forms of technology such as satellite receivers
linked to the Internet is decentralized and nearly impossible to regulate.23
The ability of computer networks to transcend modern
conceptions of time and space has considerable consequences for
governance based on the nation-state. Thus, traditional forms of
government are said to be weakened by an increasing lack of control
over global communications in cyberspace. Hence issues of
surveillance, control and privacy in relation to the Internet are coming
to the fore as a result of state concern with security, crime and
economic advantage.24
^Frantz Fanon, 77k Wretched ofthe Earth (New York: Grove Weidenfeld, 1963), 171-
72.
^Russell Watson, "When Words are the Best Weapons/' Newsweek, 27 February
1995, 37.
24Brian Loader, ed.. The Governance ofCyberspace (London: Routledge, 1997), i.
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This conceptual reasoning caused many governments, particularly those with
fragile political situations, to carefully weigh the consequences of Internet
technology.25 Thus, the apprehension of free flow of information is also influenced
by what images are allowed into the country. In Africa, the Western media has met
a barrage of criticism because of distorted images and misrepresentation of the
political events. Babacar Fall, a journalist, commented on such negative portrayals:
If I look at the coverage of Africa, it is very bad in the U.S. and
internationally. It is not only Rwanda, Liberia, or Somalia - other
things are happening in Africa. . . . I want to launch a service called
'African success stories'.26
Because of its decentralized nature, the Internet was once viewed with
suspicion by some African governments (and other developing regions) who were
not keen on the notion of their citizens having unrestricted access to information
across the world.27 While most media are concentrated in the capital areas, the time
has come for African governments to undertake massive decentralization of the
media institution.28
^Erik Eckholm, "China Cracks Down on Dissent in Cyberspace," New York Times,
31 December 1997, A3.
^MargaretNovicki, "Interview: Babacar Fall, the Pan-African News Agency/' Africa
Report, November-December 1994,10.
^Vito Echevarria, "African on the Internet/' New African, April 1996,17.
Daaim Shabazz, "The Role of Internet Technology in the African Public
Sector." Paper presented to the Conference ofMinority Public Administrators, Louisville, KY,
18 March 1997. Also see Paul Frissen, "The Virtual State: Postmodernization,
Informatiordsation and Public Administration," Brian Loader, ed., in The Governance of
Cyberspace (London: Routledge, 1997).
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Concerning political instability (PI), Gyimah-Brempong and Traynor define
it as situations, activities, or patterns of political behavior that threaten to change or
change the political system in a non-traditional way.29 Political instability is often
influenced by economic destitution leading to forms of corruption and favoritism:
Employees sometimes ask for bribes to connect lines rather than
institute a proper billing system. International calls are often billed to
lines which are out of order or not even connected to the billing
system.30
While political instability may be over-emphasized in the Western media, its
reality is evidenced by the cyclical turmoil in various African nations. This state of
existence is an impediment to expansion of a viable information infrastructure:
The only problem is that because there is uncertainty over the political
future. . . no one at the highest levels of management at GAMTEL
(Gambia Telecoms) feels able to make brave decisions about using this
excellent backbone to develop rural Internet services.31
Many public telecommunication operators (PTOs) are under the control of
the respective West African governments. In many African nations, the state-
controlled telecommunications sector is one of the few profitable industries. Recent
telecommunication deregulation, or privatization initiatives pose a serious problem
^wabena, Gyimah-Brempong and Thomas L. Traynor, "Political Instability and
Savings in Less-Developed Countries," 77k Journal of Developmental Studies 32, 5 (June
1996): 696.
MAido Opoku-Mensah Brako, "Superhighway Roadblocks," Toward Freedom,
December 1995-January 1996,16.
31Peter da Costa, ipspdc@GN.APC.ORG "Re: Internet Influence on Rural
Development," 25 April 1996. AFRIK-IT@LISTSERV.HEA.IE (Internet discussion group).
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for governments seeking to maintain centralization. U.S. efforts to break up
centralized monopolies in West Africa have met resistance:
Portugal's West African playpen until independence in 1974, Guinea-
Bissau contracts with Portugal Telecommunications which enjoy
exclusive control of the country's telecommunications services
through its joint partner Guine Telecom. . .
Where Washington demands, and has an obvious interest in,
privatization. . . African leaders are reluctant to unlock state-run
telecommunications companies.32
Privatization, and the subsequent "invasion" of multinational corporations
(MNCs) is often seen as a threat to national welfare. To thwart the impact of
external competition, African PTOs have begun to expand their services by offering
Internet connectivity. In Nigeria, Internet advocacy groups have proved successful
in championing the merits of connectivity causing the national regulatory body to
appreciate the benefits accruable from full access to the Internet.33
Economic Impact on Internet Adoption
During Africa's colonial days, the rulers built rudimentary infrastructures for
transporting materials and facilitating trade. Those developments took place in
selected parts of colonial territory (notably the cities).34 Because of this, the desire
32Brett Allan King, "African Offline/' Wired, May 1998,82.
„ „ 33°balolu A. Adekanmi, "Nigeria Warms up for Full Internet Connectivity"
OnThelnternet, May/June 1998,38.
"Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa (Washington: Howard
University Press, 1972), 209.
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to build stronger communication ties among African nations became one of the
cornerstones of Pan-African ambitions in post-colonial Africa.
Unfortunately, Pan-African activity in post-colonial Africa was met with
tepid response from those nations savoring their "independence". Both trade and
communication have taken place along established channels with former colonial
powers; only 4 percent of Africa's recorded trade has been intra-African.35 Within
the West African subregion, the figure improves to only 10% (See Table 1).
Since studies show that communication channels influence flows of trade,36
it is no surprise that the Internet has made a tremendous impact in the commercial
sector. "Superblocs" such as the North America, Western Europe, and the
prosperous Asian region are incorporating the Internet into their respective regional
solutions as leverage against increasing multilateralism.37 These respective efforts
of regionalism have forced developing nations to chart a course of action to avoid
marginalization.
35Brown, 29. See Bela Balassa, Economic Development and Integration (Centro de
Estudios Monetarios LatinoAmericanos: Mexico, 1965), as discussed on pages 16-17 for his
classic analysis on the effects of North-South relations on intra-regional trade in developing
nations.
36See Meheroo Jussawalla, "International Trade Theory and Communications,"
Communication Economics and Development, eds. Meheroo Jussawalla and D.M. Lamberton
(Honolulu: East-West Center, 1982), 82-99.
37See Alex Christie, Montieth M. Mingworth and Larry Lange, "One World?"
Information Week, 2 October 1995,50-64.
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After "independence," many African nations participated in technical
assistance programs sponsored by NGOs. These programs included skilled
personnel for the management of the imported capital-intensive technology. Not
only did Africa become dependent on Western technicians, but difficulties
developed in meeting the payments on capital goods.
These compounding factors have resulted in the protection of scarce reserves
of hard currency and a subsequent de-emphasis on the priority of information
technology.38 If given a choice between IT and priority areas such as education or
health, the "expensive" IT obviously loses out.39
Jensen makes the following assertion:
Even where telecommunication and telematics projects are
economically viable, external finance agencies often tie funds to
economic factors and policy requirements outside the control of the
potential recipient of funds."40
The Geneva-based International Telecommunication Union (ITU) shows that
there is a direct link between telecommunications development and economic
38Satya Saraswat and John Gorgone, "Multinational Issues in Information




40See §4.1.1., Michael, Jensen. Discussion paper presented at the "African Regional
Symposium for Telematics for Development," held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 3-7 April
1995. University of Pennsylvania Web Site, http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies
/Padis/telematics_Jensen.html.
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growth.41 Nazem analyzed the telecommunications infrastructure of three groups
of nations and found a correlation coefficient of .93 between teledensity (telephones
per 100 inhabitants) and Gross National Product (GNP).42 The use of the Internet
would immediately reduce the economic distances of trade and provide a vehicle
for improved economic integration within West Africa.
The disparities of technological development have contributed to the
widening of the economic gap between the North and the South. This situation
threatens to render West Africa powerless in the international community becoming
increasingly dependent on technological resources. Due to the subregion's narrow
emphasis on agrarian production, West Africa has not been able to maximize the
efficiency from past employments of technology.
Prior to the 1998 "Asian Crisis/' studies were apt to point to the success of
how the East Asian "Tigers" (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea) were
able to graduate from mere exporters of commodities to economic powerhouses
"Brako, 16.
42Sufi Nazem, "World Telecommunications Infrastructure in the Emerging
Information society/' Technology Transfer (April 1995): 25. While teledensity still has its
application, others have argued that such oversimplified indicators present a narrow view
for needs analysis assessment. See Gwen Urey, "Telecommunication and Global
Capitalism," Telecommunications Politics: Ownership and Control of the Information Highway
in Developing Countries, eds., Bella Mody and others (Mahwah: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1995):
56. Also Adrian Labor, ALABOR@IDRC.CA, "So What! City Phones Out Numbers
Africa's/718 November 1997, AFRIK-IT@LISTSERV.HEA.IE (Internet discussion group).
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exporting quality finished goods.43 While there are inherent problems in comparing
Africa to Asia, Africa has the potential to employ the advantages of IT.
Unlike previous agricultural and industrial revolutions beginning in the
eighteenth century, the information revolution technology has a qualitative edge
about it.44 For example, it is immediately evident what a farmer would do with a
state-of-the-art tractor or hybrid seedlings, but when presented with an Internet
connection, one has to create a use from information generated.
Perhaps it is the intangible nature of the Internet that has prevented West
African nations from appreciating its inherent economic value. While poor financial
liquidity is just one of the many factors which prevent the importation of the
Internet, West African governments need to make financial provisions for
immediate absorption into the economic sector. While realizing the Internet's
potential, financial factors remain prevalent:
Les internautes d'Afrique de l'Ouest n'ont plus rien a envier a Ieurs
collegues du monde entier. On appuie sur une touch d'un clavier
d'ordinatuer et, au bout de quelques secondes, apparait Ie site
selection^. Reste a rSgler le probleme de la multiplicity des acces. Et
celui du cout.45
43See Danny Leipziger and Vinod Thomas, "Roots of East Asia's Success," Finance
and Development, 6-9.
"Zulu, 78-79.
translation: "The West African Internauts no longer have to envy their colleagues
from around the world. One touches the computer keyboard and in a matter of a few
seconds, appears the selected site. All that remains is solving the problem of multiple
access... and that of cost." Justing Yieryra, "Le Monde du Internet/' Jeune Afrique, 11-17 June
1997,31.
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Despite its rigidity in the implementation of the structural adjustments, only
recently has the World Bank agreed to promote technology as a key factor in
development initiatives.46 Telecommunication is increasingly seen as a vital
component of the structural adjustment process because information flows are
essential to the success of efforts to liberalize and consequently to expand.47
Inasmuch as the World Bank is seeking to increase connectivity in Sub-Saharan
Africa, they also have institutional motives:
The development of computer networking in Africa presents
the World Bank with a unique opportunity to make a major
contribution to Africa's current and future development in ways
which will simultaneously advance the Bank's strategic objectives in
the areas of donor coordination, client consultation, capacity building
decentralization of Bank activities. . . *
Ironically, both the structural adjustments imposed by the World Bank and
the regulations on intellectual property rights by World Trade Organization (WTO)
make it more difficult for developing nations to import technology. This
"technological dependency"appears to do more to hinder the structural adjustment




"World Bank, "Increasing Internet Connectivity in Sub-Saharan Africa: Issues,
Options and the World Bank Group Role" (Draft document of 29 March 1995). World Bank
Web Site, http://www.worldbank.org/html/emc/documents/africa0395.html.
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Social Impact on Internet Adoption
One ofthe most complicated factors influencing the global flow
of news is sociological differences. Here cultural, religious and
traditional beliefs that differ significantly from one region or country
to another, create serious barriers to a smooth flow of news and
information. Language, translation difficulties, and ethnic biases are
perhaps the most common sources of such problems.49
There are various differences between African and Western social structures,
one being the dichotomy of the oral versus the written modes of language and
communication. Despite the hundreds of indigenous languages existing in West
Africa, the fluency of the colonial language became a measurement of
"modernization" one had achieved.50
In the mode of France's mission civilisatrice, Pierre Foncin, a founder of
Alliance Frangaise states, "it is necessary to attach the colonies to the metropole by
a very solid psychological bond, against the day when their progressive
emancipation ends in a form of federation as is probable - that they be and they
remain French in language, thought and spirit."51
49Mowlana, 39.
lese assimilationist ideals gave rise to modernization theories championed by
Western sociologists and contributed to the inception of disciplines such as comparative
administration and comparative politics which were conceived in order to provide models
for development" in the African region.
d i « ^^ 259-,Also see Guy M^Jn, "Continuity and Change in Franco-African
Relations, The Journal ofModern African Studies 33,1 (1995): 2-5. A portion of this article
poignantly covers the acculturation methods used by the French, known as lafrancophonie
Nigeria, a traditional rival to France's influence in West Africa, has launched a nationwide
French education campaign to make 115 million citizens bilingual. Howard French
Nigeria Hangs Out a Banner: Ici On Parle Francais," New York Times, 4 May 1998 A4
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Language cuts to the visceral depth of the psyche and is the soul through
which a person communicates. While English has gradually taken the lead as the
global lingua franca, much of it has to do with the political and economic clout that
the US. wields. Today's pervasive use of English on the Internet is often viewed as
a vehicle for executing an electronic "Pax Americana".52 Many nations, notably
France and Japan, have begun to take progressive action to counter this.53
Much of the awareness (or lack thereof) of information technologies in Africa
emanates from the social context in which they reside. When technology is exported
from the North, included in its design is a host of cultural accompaniments. First,
the language may be different from what is commonly spoken in the recipient
nation. Secondly, the interface design may be in contrast with cultural norms.54
Thirdly, the perceived "dehumanizing" characteristics of the Internet may not be
acceptable in cultures where face-to-face communication is the norm.55
52Daaim Shabazz, "Internet Politics and the Creation of a Virtual World " Paper
presented to the National Conference ofBlack Political Scientists, Atlanta, GA, 9 April 1998.
53See Annie Kahn, "Guerilla War in Cyberspace," LeMonde, 16-17 June 1997 in World
Press Review, October 1997, 9; Andrew Pollack, "A Cyberspace Front in a Multicultural
War, New York Times, 7 August 1995, Cl, C4; Michel Marriott, "The Web is Reflecting a
Wider World of Languages," New York Times, 18 June 1998, Dl, D7.
'"Tony Femandes, Global Interface Design (Boston: AP Professional, 1995), 87.
55^UgMVavas/MushtaqLuqmaruandZahirQuraeshi"FacmtatingtheAdoption
n^°^TnJeChnO}Ogy * a Devd°Pin8 Country," Information and Management 23
(1992): 76, for their study on Saudi Arabia.
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Since information is not value-free, the way in which it is presented must
accommodate the values of the user if it is to be decoded properly. Natives of
developing nations have expressed ambivalence about the integrity of information
originating from the West because of its inherent biases and value-laden images. In
general, Western interpersonal communication does not capture the richness and
context of expressed ideas prevalent in Eastern cultures.
For example, African cultures tend to be "high-context" and possess hidden
meanings with accompanying body gestures adding to the communication
process.56 The importance of social interaction is characteristic in the oral tradition.
In some instances, the social characteristics of the Internet, such as the user interface
or "netiquette," are in direct conflict with African cultures.
For example, in some African societies, information is perceived as sacred
and is only disseminated to specific individuals, at a specific time, to maintain
authenticity.57 In addition, many African cultures place high importance on social
interactions with emphasis on oral transmission of information:
has taken an interesting approach to "indigenize" communication in E-mail
exchanges by devising a set of emoticons, or character symbols used to express emotion.
Japanese emoticons are designed to convey expressions specific to the culture and to utilize
the illustrative and expansive Chinese character set known as kanji. Andrew Pollack,
"Happy in the East (A_A), or smiling:-) in the West/' New York Times, 12 August 1996, C5.
^A. Hampatf Ba, "The Living Tradition," in General History ofAfrica -1: Methodology
and African Pre-History, ed. J. Ki-Zerbo (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981): 177-
178.
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Apart from a particular IT approach, the influence of an oral culture
may render certain computer applications irrelevant or simply
difficult in a work organization.58
Thus, Dr. Karim Bounemra of the U.N. Economic Commission for Africa
asks, "Are our societies ready to grasp them, to go from oral tradition to screens and
keyboards? Will we give them time to be trained?"59 Prevailing social factors would
require a different interface from those found in "low-context" cultures of Western
societies where communication is direct and precise.60 Otherwise, there may be little
application for sharing information, or of doing business through such impersonal
means.61
Not only is the method of communication an important factor, but also the
vehicle for its dissemination. Many West African societies have specific means for
the dissemination of information. Because information is power, this is done in a
controUed manner in order to allow select individuals to absorb its content. This can
be seen in a variety of African customs, but is also commonly seen in the work
Dominique Van Ryckeghem, "Information Technology in Kenya: A Dynamic
Approach," Telematics and Informatics, 12,1 (1995): 61.
Gumisai Mutume, "AFRICA-TELEMATICS: From Oral Tradition to Screens and
Keyboards/' Inter Press Service (IPS), 14 May 1997.
"See Diop, Civilization or Barbarism, 221-225 for incisive examples of the differences
between European and African forms of interpersonal communication.
"Seymour Goodman et al., "The Global Diffusion of the Internet: Patterns and
1 roblems, Communications of the ACM 37, 8 (August 1994): 30.
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place. The introduction of freely accessible information using electronic networks
has significant cultural implications:
Electronic networking technology brings with it cultural baggage. The
idea that information should be free and accessible to everyone
whenever required is a new concept in most African settings. The
withholding of information has, up to the time, been the dominant
mode of maintaining power.62
Also because of the omnipresence of the African hierarchy (kinship,
residence, age, sex), certain applied technologies are often viewed as tools for
performing a certain type of work (i.e., secretarial or "white collar"). There is also
fear in labor-intensive societies that technology will further marginalize those jobs
amenable to an automation process.63 The effects can be devastating in places where
the populous does not have the educational infrastructure to promote the
absorption of "new" technology.
The lack of a strong educational emphasis on technology further exacerbates
the problem of its malabsorpu'on. Unfortunately, thousands of trained professionals
62Gerald Grant, Implementing Electronic Networking in Africa: The Case ofGOVERNET,
Published by British Commonwealth Secretariat, 1994. University of Pennsylvania Web
Site, http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/telematks_Grant_18.html. Thequestion
of information technology and its impact on power hierarchy is also prevalent in industrial
nations. John Paul Steinbart and Ravinder Nath. "Problems and Issues in the Management
of International Data Communications Networks: The Experience of American
Companies," MIS Quarterly (March 1992): 58.
63This "technophobia" has also reached the labor force in industrialized nations. See
Jeremy Rifkin, "No More Work," Atlanta Constitution Journal, 16 July 1995, Rl, R2. The
famous "Unabomber" case in the U.S. is accented by a 10,000 word manifesto calling for a
revolution against the use of all technologies. According to the manifesto, "technophiles
are taking society on a reckless ride into the unknown."
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of African descent emigrate to the West leaving a large vacuum in terms of skilled
personnel. This "brain drain" leaves Africa with little choice but to hire foreign
consultants who, in many cases, do not understand the social-cultural environment
and indigenous knowledge systems. This often results in poor absorption.
Certainly these differences in social structure must be analyzed if there is
going to be successful use of Internet resources. The deployment of "distance
learning/' "virtual libraries/'64 "telecenters/'65 will play a vital role in this effort.
One common problem that exists worldwide is the inability for business
professionals to obtain details on how the Internet can help their business.
While business professionals are convinced that they should be "online/7
many times they are not sure why. What typically results is a plunge to get on the
Internet without conducting a thorough feasibility assessment. The advent of
"telecenters/' or information kiosks can provide consultation services, Internet
access, and a "help line" for the business professionals. To circumvent the shortage
of financial resources, businesses can build "cooperatives" by conducting group
purchases of components to build the technological infrastructure needed for
Internet adoption.
MDaaim Shabazz, "Virtual Libraries: The Future of Africa's Information
Infrastructure." Paper presented to the National Conference ofAfrican-American Librarians,
Winston-Salem, NC, 31 luly 1997.
65Wilfred Owen, "Rural Ghana Goes Global." Paper presented to the Ghana
Computer Literacy and Distance Education Conference, Accra, Ghana, 22 May 1998.
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While complaints have been raised that the Internet is another tool for
Western imperialism, its pervasiveness has caused many to believe that it may
diminish imperialism. Although its development is embryonic, "Internet telephony"
and graphical interfaces may ease the "cultural shock" of Internet absorption.66
Although current bandwidth requirements for Internet telephony exceed existing
capabilities, multimedia has the potential of providing an environment more
relevant to African modes of communication. In the final analysis:
Until science is mobilized to form an important part of African culture
rather than being erroneously understood to work against religion,
habits or norms of the people, there will be no radical changes capable
of substantially improving output in production.67
Technical Impact on Internet Adoption
The physical infrastructure is the bloodline of any nation. It consists of the
means of transporting goods, information, people. In the colonial era, Western
nations built rudimentary infrastructure designed to transport resources and
information from West Africa to Europe.68 Almost a century later,
"Internet telephony has caused an uproar among U.S. long-distance phone carriers
(i.e., AT&T, Sprint and MCI) because of its ability to transmit real-time video and voice
signals across the Internet while circumventing long distance rates. See Gus Venditto,
"Internet Phones," Internet World, June 1996, 40-52 and Rosalyn Retkwa, "Telephone
Politics," Internet World, June 1996,54-60.
67John E. Udo Ndebbio, "Science, Technology and Development in ECOWAS,"
Journal ofAsian and African Studies 27,1-2 (1992): 118.
^Rail lines, airplane routes, and telecommunication lines were built with a vertical
orientation. For example, many international flights and intra-continental phone calls in
Africa must be routed through Europe.
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telecommunication structures are still concentrated in Western metropoles through
which information is filtered and routed to other nations. Consequently,
communication between West African nations remains disjointed.69
Much of the efforts to improve the infrastructure has come from a variety of
external sources. However, this often leads to a dependency on foreign personnel,
who in turn, lack knowledge about local organization culture and thus design poor
systems.70 In addition, poor project management leads to glaring inefficiencies.
Multiple foreign consultants with similar expertise are sent to the same country,
different types of equipment are provided for the same tasks and parallel
communication links are established.71
As a result of these inefficiencies, billions of dollars have been spent in Africa
on diplomas and IT projects that never work.72 African technicians assert there is a
need to develop policies to ensure that Africa imports technology solutions that are
^Babacar Fall, a Senegalese journalist and communications expert, points out that
when placing calls from Senegal to Zambia, they are routed through a cumbersome Dakar-
Banjul-London-Lusaka path. French (1994), 2. Fall, of the Pan-African News Agency, is
attempting to build a viable telecommunications infrastructure for exchanging news and
information which includes the use of the Internet. Babacar Fall, "Interview: Babacar Fall,
the Pan-African News Agency," Interview by Margaret Novicki, Africa Report, November-
December 1994,8-10.
^Odedra and others, 26.
"Jensen, §4.2.1.
72Chris Ejimofor, "Waking up to Computers/' West Africa, 21-27 November 1994,
1998.
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not only relevant, but can be maintained within Africa. Fanon argues that a more
efficient transfer of foreign resources is necessary:
Certainly there may well be need of engineers and architects,
sometimes completely foreign engineers and architects; but the local
party leaders should be always present, so that the new techniques
can make their way into the cerebral desert of the citizen. . . ra
The difficulties of establishing a viable technological infrastructure is derived
from the fact that the countries in West Africa are primarily agrarian societies. Much
of the emphasis is traditionally placed on the production of commodities as
opposed to building scientific infrastructures. Since government policies have de-
emphasized technology, the educational systems do not structure the curricula to
train citizens in the areas of engineering and computer science. This creates a
shortage of skilled personnel and stunts the growth of a technological
infrastructure.
The "brain drain" phenomenon has afflicted those African nations
unequipped to absorb highly-skilled labor. Many West Africans trained in the West
generally remain there, or migrate to the West after much frustration in their
resource-deficient homeland.74 With the advent of coalitions formed via Internet
"Fanon, 201.
Global Technology (Lexington: Lexington Books, 1983), 47-48.
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communication, professionals can maintain contacts with their colleagues dispersed
around the world and keep abreast of the latest technological developments.75
Chapter Vm of the ECOWAS Treaty provides the aims of building
infrastructural links in the field of transport and communications. Article 45 focuses
on the development of telecommunications networks, while Article 46 states:
The Transport, Telecommunications and Energy Commission shaD
make urgent recommendations for the rapid realisation in the West
African section of the Pan-African Telecommunications Network and,
in particular, the establishment of links necessary for the economic
and social development of the Community. Member states shall co
ordinate their efforts in their field and in the mobilisation of national
and international financial resources.76
While there have been a plethora of projects which seek to "wire" the
continent, the following example demonstrates existing problems placing local calls:
Picture this scenario: somewhere in Southern Africa, a person
spends two whole days manually sending out a bulletin to about two
dozen subscribers by fax. Often the line breaks down and the process
starts again. Eventually, all the pages go through and the phone calls
start pouring in. "The fax is blurred. We did not get page three of the
document. Could you please re-send the whole thing?" At the end of
it all, a phone bill of some 150 U.S. dollars is the tab for the effort.77
In the area of communications, most developing nations have poor
infrastructural development, a lack of skilled technicians, and outmoded
75See Herb Brody's "Wired Science/' Technology Review, October 1996,42-51.
76ModupeoIa Irele, The Economic Community ofWest African States:A Bibliography and
Sourcebook (Lagos: Nigerian Institute of International Affairs, 1990), 114.
"Gumisai Mutume, "AFRICA-MEDIA: Continent Battles to Communicate with
Itself," Inter Press Service (IPS), 21 February 1997.
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equipment. Because of these shortcomings, high phone rates effectively serve to cut
off the majority of the population from low-cost access to the Internet.78 However,
consumers have found creative ways of reducing costs.w
While Africa stands as one of the richest continents in terms of natural
resources, it is the poorest in terms of telecommunications. Africa has the lowest
rate in teledensity of any developing region over the past 10 years80 and citizens
have to wait, in some cases, almost a decade to lease a phone line. Table 3 below
presents an account of West African connectivity.
While it is apparent that West African governments realize the importance
of public telecommunication operators (PTOs) as a vehicle for economic growth (i.e.,
increased revenue), its utilitarian value for economic development (i.e., resource
distribution) remains largely untapped. The reluctance to privatize may be due to
potential loss of government revenues traditionally garnered by the PTOs.181
78Mike Jensen, "Internet Connectivity for Africa," OnThelnternet,
September/October 1997,33.
"One way consumers are circumventing expensive international calls is through
"call-back" routines. An African caller places a call to a U.S. operator and hangs up. The
operator calls back and establishes a dial tone for the caller. The caller is assessed the U.S.
rate, reducing the cost of the international call by 20-70%. Cynthia Beltz, "Global
Telecommunications Rules: The Race with Technology," Issues in Science and Technology
(Spring 1997): 65.
^jimofor, 1998.
81Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA), "State Accused of Planning to






























































































































• ISO 3166 codes (May 1997) http://www.ee.ic.ac.uk/misc/bymap/world.html.
b World Bank, African Development Indicators 1997 (Washington, DC: World Bank, 1997), 254.
cIbid.
d Network Wizards (January 1998), http://www.nw.com/zone/WWW/dist-bynum.html. Counts
the number of Internet hosts that have been assigned a name. Some countries may be
undercounted due to misconhguration, or neglecting to register the domain. Mike Jensen,
"How to Choose a Name for Your Website," Computers in Africa, April 1998, 20.
e National Startup Resource Center (January 1997), http://nsrc.org.
1 World Bank, African Development Indicators 1997,252.
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One recent developmenthas been the rapidity with which African PTOs have
started to establish Internet services to stem the tide of privatization. In other cases,
PTOs lease existing phone lines to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) maintaining
their profitable monopoly.82 However, exorbitant prices for leased lines has led to
what is deemed by some ISPs as anti-competitive practices by the PTOs.83
Technological Strategies for National Development
After a humble beginning as a tool for speeding up calculations and
reducing clerical efforts, IT has assumed strategic dimension. Today
it is widely recognized as a strategic technology that can impact all
aspects of development and economic activities.84
With today's increasing importance of information technology (both
hardware and software) used for processing, storage and dissemination, takes on
a new relevance. Despite inauspicious attempts at technical assistance projects,85
there is growing recognition of the importance of information as a factor of
production, a determinant of productivity, a resource and a commodity.86
"Nemo Semret, nemo@ctr.columbia.edu, "Jeffs Message and Subsequent Replies,"
12 September 1997, AFRIK-IT (Internet discussion group).
83
Media Institute of Southern Africa.
MKailash Joshi and Vicki L. Sauter, "The Opportunities and Constraints Affecting
an Informatics Policy: The India Experience," Information and Management, 20 (1991): 313.
85See The World Bank, The African Capacity Building Initiative (ACBI): Toward
Improved Policy Analysis and Development Management in Sub-Saharan Africa, (Washington:
World Bank, 1991), as discussed on pages 12-15.
86Meheroo Jussawalla, "Is the Communications Link Still Missing?"
Telecommunications Policy, 16, 6 (August 1992): 486.
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If information is to be recognized as a valued commodity, then it must first
be accessible to the African populous. Between 80-90% of the information about
Africa resides in databases in Europe. Zulu's suggested remedies incorporate the
uniqueness of Africa's situation:
African countries could download this information onto CD-ROMs
run on cheap, but powerful microcomputers powered by solar
energy, and disseminate it to outlying areas in a network using
microwave links and use it towards their development efforts.87
Ndebbio offers science and technology (S&T) as a means for improved
productivity and growth within the West African subregion. In addition to a
production function, he adds that if S&T could incorporate political, economic and
cultural institutions, then capacity utilization can be enhanced.88 In another study,
Karake modifies the production function by disaggregating capital input into two
categories: foreign and domestic technology. He theories that these two inputs
have qualitative differences.89
One major factor that plagues Africa's ability to build information networks
is the lack of an effective management structure. Grant offers an interesting case
87Zulu,84.
88Ndebbio,116.
t u ^^ ' "Technol°Sy Transfer in the Less-Developed Countries- A
r^> °^ I iPP™ aCh'" TechnoloM Transfr in ** Developing Countries, ed., Manas
Chatteni (New York: MacMillan, 1990), 106
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study of GOVERN1ST, an electronic network for senior civil servants, academics,
and management specialists for the use of Commonwealth countries in Africa.90
Grant presents a level-of-analysis framework for understanding the social
impact of technology implementation. The four levels are: macro-social
environment, organizational, group, and individual. While this levels-of-analysis
framework seems practical, it appears to mirror the typical top-down approaches
rendered ineffective in developing nations.
Pimienta offers a detailed plan for building information networks in
developing nations. In his study, he also employs a four-tiered, levels-of-analysis
framework, and uses what he deems as the realistic, user-oriented, "bottom-up"
approach versus the theoretical, management-oriented, "top-down" approach. He
lucidly analyzes the infrastructural differences between developed and developing
nations and presents a guideline for building information networks.
Pimienta's framework offers five steps: sensitization, conception,
development, initial use, and stable use. One factor that makes this framework
practical is its flexibility and apparent non-linear progression. This framework is
presented in a way that can be adapted to other regional initiatives. Perhaps one
, http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/telematics_Grant_18.html.
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drawback is its failure to include the manipulation of cultural/social variables
which must be considered if a transfer is to be attempted.91
While there are many initiatives that purportedly aid Africa's technological
development, they are not without major criticisms. Multiple foreign consultants
with similar expertise are sent to the same country, different types of equipment are
provided for the same tasks and parallel common links are established.92 Besides
poor project coordination, other theories posit that multinational corporations
desire to protect their proprietary knowledge patents, and highly developed
managerial and marketing skills. Following is a case in Nigeria:
The suppliers of imported technology (usually the
multinational corporations) do not only market their embodied
technologies in Nigeria under strict control of their adaptation and
use, they often shroud the actual proprietary knowledge embodied in
the design and construction of such production hardware in utmost
secrecy and will do everything possible not to provide appropriate
climate for its (cheap) acquisition.*3
Adebayo Akinde of Awolowo University in Nigeria has suggested a
progressive approach. He considers crucial a ban on the importation of hardware
Research Netwm-ks in Developing Cmntrks:Am
Principles and Guidelinesfor Starting. Published at the INET93 conference proceedings in San
Francisco. University of Pennsylvania Web Site, http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African
Studies/Comp_Articles/Research_Nets.html.
^See §4.2.1. of MichaelJensen's discussion paper presented at the "African Regional
Symposium for Telematics for Development" held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 3-7 April 1995
University of Pennsylvania Web site, http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African Studies/Padis
/telematics_Jensen.html.
*J.A. Fabayo, A.F. Odejide, and J.A. Alade, 8.
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systems and advocates the establishment of computer systems manufacturing
industries in Africa, like in India.94 What Akinde fails to note is that the Indian
government was forced to abandon their moratorium on the importation of applied
technologies to prevent isolation.
Joshi and Sauter explain that India's success followed a series of import
controls and a revamped government policy toward applied technologies. In
addition to the implementation of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's technology policy
in 1984, India has established research institutes, developed a highly skilled labor
force and built a favorable public attitude toward applied technology.95
Regional examples of establishing an IT policy face the additional hurdle of
melding various national platforms into a coherent policy. Sillince demonstrates
that the implementation of European Union's (EU) information policy has been
plagued with conflicting interests:
Many EU policies are directly or indirectly related to
information. Some policies contradict others. The objectives
underlying the policies are also sometimes in conflict. There are the
objectives of protectionism and competition, which often conflict.96
94i
lEjimofor, 1998. Akinde asserts that the bulk of the costs would be incurred by
individual governments, or by regional groupings, such as ECOWAS or the Organization
of African Unity (OAU).
95
Joshi and Sauter, 318.
%J.A.A. Sillince, "Coherence of Issues on Coordination of Instruments in European
Information Policy," Journal ofInformation Science 20,4 (1994): 224.
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like the EU, West Africa is also beset by problems of cohesion. However, the
region has characteristics that could work in its favor. First, few (if any) West
African members have a national information policy. Thus, one could argue that it
would be easier to craft a regional IT policy from the bottom-up than to try to
combine the virtues of sixteen different platforms. Second, since the West African
nations have not invested billions of dollars in an IT infrastructure, there would be
less effort in trying to pare down redundancies, as is the case of the EU. These
factors give West Africa an opportunity to organize in an era increasingly
dependent on information as a factor of economic development.
Technical Strategiesfor the 21st Century
Before mobile telephones, transport was our only means of
communicating with business associates. You went physically to
enquire whether your goods had arrived, and you kept traveling
between Kumasi and Accra until they got there. Transport costs were
then added to the goods.97
The above example from Ghana demonstrates the inefficiencies in the
distribution of goods. However, the use of wireless media has been added to the
palette of business solutions. In addition, wireless communication negates what
would be costly investments in wire cabling for Africa.
Cellular in Africa, for those who can afford it, is not just a
gimmick, but often the only reliable way of communicating.98
^Pegum, 25.
98"Reasons to Cut Off Mugabe/' 77k Economist, 13 April 1996, 64.
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Another incentive for wireless strategies would be to eradicate illicit
practices. Large pieces of copper cable are often stolen and resold for profit.99
Sometimes farmers pull down the copper wire and use it to pen their goats. They
don't understand what the wire is for yet.100 While copper wire (twisted-pair and
coaxial) is the most common medium for telecommunications networks, the
industry is gradually moving toward wireless strategies.101
We have heard infinitum that New York has more telephones than all of
Africa. However, it is possible that Africa can "leapfrog" to wireless development
because its citizens are not mentally acclimated to the rigid and finite wire-bound
topologies that exist in the industrialized nations. Brodsky describes a wide range
ofwireless strategies (packet radio, cellular and circuit switching, low-earth orbiting
satellites), some having access to the Internet.
Many Internet users are already using mobile technology to transmit data via
cellular phones and battery-powered laptop computers. While traditional uses of
radio have become so widely available and popularly affordable in Africa,
"advanced" technological systems seem unnecessary.102 Trevor Baylis, the inventor
"Odedra and others, 26.
100Christopher Koch, "Ifs a Wired, Wired World," Web Master Magazine,
http://www.cio.com/WebMaster/030197-wired.html.
101Michiel Hegener, "Internet Unwired," OnThelnternet, September/October 1997,
22-31. For existing cellular networks, see African Cellular Web Site at
http://www.cellular.co.za/africa-cellsystems.html.
102
Ziegler and Asante, 68.
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of the wind-up radio, designed for use in areas of Africa where there is no electricity
and batteries are expensive, has now developed a wind-up computer.103
However, cellular technologies via radio transmission puts the Internet
within reach. Pilot projects are now being sought for the transmission of video
images via radio frequencies.104 These technologies will be essential in reaching the
rural areas of Africa where communication is practically non-existent. While the
potential of wireless media is promising, widespread acceptance is not expected
until early in the next millennium.105
Finally, Africa's very harsh climate also presents difficulties for
infrastructural development:
Altitude, humidity and temperature extremes are climatic features
that affect the uses and functions of products and equipment.
Products that perform well in temperate zones may deteriorate
rapidly or require special cooling or lubrication to function
adequately in tropical zones.106
Torrential rains and lightning strikes can cause frequent power outages, as
well as dust and sand storms. Lack of air conditioning and microbial infestations
103Gemini News Service, article in World Press Review, October 1997, 27.
10*Artis Mebane and Osei Darkwa, "A Comprehensive Strategy for Building African
Capacity in the Information Age." Paper presented to the Ghana Computer Literacy and
Distance Education Conference, Accra, Ghana, 21 May 1998.
105Ira, Brodsky, "Wireless World, Internet World, July 1995,41.
106Philip Cateora, International Marketing, 8th edition (Homewood: Irwin, 1993), 64.
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wreak havoc on computer equipment indoors. Rodents have also been a problem.107
Africa's environmental temperament will force the adaptation of the equipment to
withstand harsh climatic conditions. Thus, the continent must begin tapping
dormant sources of energy to compensate for unreliable sources of electricity.
Renowned physicist and historian, Cheik Anta Diop described the use of
hydraulic, solar, atomic, thermonuclear, wind,108 hydroelectric, tidal, global heat
(subterranean), geothermal and volcanic sources of energy. Diop proposes the
cultivation and harvesting of these vast resources for industrial development of the
continent.109 Zulu's observation serves as a point-of-reference for Diop's ideas:
. . . we have yet to hear of a "Zambian or Zairian microchip, circuit,
etc/' (yet these countries have been mining and exporting copper for
over seventy years . . . )no
Internet Technology and Trade
I/un des enjeux majeurs de l'lnternet est le commerce
electronique. Cette revolution technologique entraine dans un m§me
mouvement l'ensemble des agents economiques, du fabricant au
107Martha K. Qnyeajuwa, "Telecommunications Business Environment in Nigeria/'
Global Communications: Interactive 1998 (London: Hanson Cooke, 1998), 304.
108European nations are already using wind turbines to generate electricity. Marlise
Simons, "Across Europe, A Tilt to Using the Wind's Power/' New York Times, 7 December
1997,16.
109Cheik Anta Diop, Black Africa: The Economic and Cultural Basis for a Federated State
(New Jersey: African World Press, 1974), 37-49.
110Zulu, 88.
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client (particulier, ou entreprise), en passant par le distributeur, le
banquier, l'etat. . . U1
At present, most African trade relies on export revenue from Western
nations. With the strengthening of the Western European bloc, and the new Euro
currency, African nations are placed in a bind. While regional initiatives seem to be
a growing trend, many African nations are concerned about endangering their
relationships with the West and appear unenthusiastic about regional initiatives.
The idea of regional integration through the Internet, can be viewed as a way to
strategically redefine existing North-South relationships, not destroy them.
Upon examining strategies for economic integration via technologically-
based media, many stand to redefine not only North-South relationships, but South-
South. As described below, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) has received a lot of
potential as a possible vehicle for international trade:
International trade transactions probably offer the greatest
unexploited opportunity for savings stemming from the adoption of
EDI. . . . The transcription operations (for trade transactions) are
labour-intensive, error-prone, time-consuming and expensive. The
postal systems which support the movement of documents are
unpredictable and usually slow.112
"'Translation: "One of the major features of the Internet is electronic commerce. This
technological revolution is bringing together economic agents, mass markets (i.e., private
enterprise) frequented by the distributor, the banker, the government. . . " Mourad Chaari,
"Faites Votre March£ sur Internet/' Jeune Afrique, 18-24 June 1997,63.
112
EDI and Paperless Trade (London: Blenhiem, 1990), 13.
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The West African subregion suffers competitive disadvantages in the above
areas due to poor inadequate postal and telecommunication systems, poor terms of
trade, and paper shortages. Many advantages of EDI would address a plethora of
problems plaguing Africa's economic infrastructure:
The widespread use of personal computers, coupled with the
proliferation of telecommunication networks and the Internet, as well
as their joint integration, has made paper-free trading a reality, even
for common citizens."3
Thus, some advantages of EDI are:
• improves accuracy of information transmitted
• speeds transmission of information
• reduces inventory and carrying costs
• reduces paper flow
Since EDI systems are often limited by proprietary constraints, they are now
being integrated with Internet applications114 creating "extranets". Proponents of
EDI-Internet marriage extol its low cost, increased speed, and access to the
Internet's wide range of applications (e-mail, telnet, USENET, WWW) and its
multimedia platforms. Below is a description of a possible application:
In particular, the distinction that an extranet can be part of a
proprietary system where trading partners receive controlled access
to certain portions of the firm's intranet or collaborative network
113Rolf T. Wigand, "Electronic Commerce: Definition, Theory and Concept," The
Information Society, 13 (1997), 1.
u4Robert Lyons, "EDI over the Internet, Part-1," E-COMM, September-October 1995,
27-32.
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linking trading partners together to engage in cross-application
information message, is an important one."5
Given the characteristics of West Africa, the Internet holds promise for
subregional trade activity. West Africa's problems of financial liquidity and
currency convertibility can be ameliorated via electronic credit systems to be
implemented by the West African Monetary Agency (WAMA)."6 Incidentally, West
African banks in Nigeria, Ghana, and Cdte D'lvoire have already begun to invest
in computer networks to improve their respective productivity rates and customer
service.117
In 1993, West African nations formed the West African Enterprise Network
(WAEN), which is comprised of business persons interested in promoting cross-
border trade and investment within the West African subregion. WAEN has set
objectives to address issues of critical interest to private sector such as (1)
simplifying subregional monetary transfers (2) facilitating border crossings, and (3)
115Fred Dyer, "Electronic Commerce and the WEB/' Atlanta Consumer Technology,
July 1997, 37. Also see David Haskin, "The Extranet Team Play," Internet World, August
1997,56-60.
116WAMA, formerly known as the West African Clearinghouse (WACH), enables
ECOWAS members to trade with one another with minimal use of hard currency. WAMA
replaced WACH upon the signing of the Articles of Agreement by the Central Banks of
ECOWAS on 8 March 1996. "West African Monetary Agency Launched in Banjul," West
African Monetary Agency Bulletin, January-June 1996,1.
117Eric Postel, "African Banking: An Atmosphere of Change," African Link, Vol. 5,
No. 1,1995,28.
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improving regional road, rail, air, and maritime transport."8 Perhaps the above
initiatives can increase the velocity of trade among West African nations and more
aptly accomplish the aims of subregional cooperation.
Conclusion
Over the years, Africa has been the testing ground for a multitude of
paradigms. Many have wondered whether new IT initiatives (i.e., the Internet) will
end up in the "graveyard" of failed solutions attempted on Africa. Many Western
developers have harbored skepticism that the continent of Africa is not yet ready
or capable of committing to such a financial investment. While this is true to an
extent, there are two sides to this argument.
Current "wireless" technologies and the use of unconventional power
sources (i.e., solar) are often seen as vehicles for Africa to "leapfrog" stages of
technological development because an intricate wire infrastructure has not been
built. The real question remains whether African nations can realize the immense
benefits of Internet technology and the role it can play in the development in a
variety of sectors.
The Internet is increasingly perceived as a vital engine of growth. This is due
in part to "commoditized" information. The idea that global competition is heavily
118As ofJuly 1998, WAENmembers are as followed: Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, C6te
d'lvoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, and Senegal, and Togo.
See West African Enterprise Network, http://www.waen.com.
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influenced by who has the quickest and most extensive access to information, will
require serious initiatives by West African nations to avoid falling behind in the
evolving "information age". While there are many NGO initiatives to develop
Africa's technical infrastructure, awareness of strategic benefits must be understood
if the Internet is to be successfully absorbed. This will entail better cooperation
between West African nations and the building of interstate connections.
In this chapter, four variables were examined to determine their influence in
the adoption and absorption of information technologies. The analysis provides a
foundation to understand how the Internet should be adapted to accommodate the
existing nuances in the region. Since these factors often determine the degree of
trade between nations, it is prudent to believe that these same variables influence
the degree that West Africans can adapt Internet technology to increase regional
trade. Although many theorists have attempted to devise frameworks which make
use of such parameters, the extent to which they are generalizable will be the focus




In this information age, the global citizenry finds itself adjusting to rapid
changes in virtually every aspect of life. Internet technology has played a major role
in transforming relationships on the micro-level (individuals) to the macro-level
(nation-states). In international relations theory, the relationships between nation-
states possess many interrelated variables. These variables influence the extent to
which a nation develops ties with one nation as opposed to another.1 Based on these
variables, nations have been categorized and assigned certain roles in the
international division of labor.
Those nations characterized as "developing" are typically agrarian-based,
labor-intensive economies with a heavy reliance on the exportation of commodities.
At the other end, "developed" nations are industrialized, capital-intensive
economies with a dominant emphasis on the exportation of manufactured goods.
1Hans Morganthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace, 5
edition (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1987), 116-155. Morganthau discusses additional elements
that influence geopolitical ties. They are: geography, natural resources, industrial capacity,




This dichotomy has resulted in neoclassical trade theories championed by Western
economists Adam Smith, David Ricardo, and John Stuart Mill.
Under the trade theory of comparative advantage, nations export those
goods that they produce most efficiently and import those they produce least
efficiently. The paradox lies in the fact that developing nations have been saddled
with the permanent role of producing export commodities, while developed nations
continue to improve their industrial and technological infrastructures as a result of
processing the materials imported from developing nations.2
The over-reliance on export commodities places developing nations in a
precarious situation due to unstable market prices for export commodities,
worsening terms of trade, and the threat of import substitution. A multitude of
factors (civil unrest, faulty economic policies, natural disasters, a poor harvest, or
saturated markets) can cause instability in commodity markets. As a result, unstable
market prices may force a developing country to produce more of a commodity to
meet existing import demands, invoking the so-called "trade trap".
Due to increasing debt burdens and balance of payments problems,
developing nations have begun to engage in "collective self-reliance" by
strengthening trade ties with equally-endowed nations. This trend is accented by
the erosion of preferential trade arrangements with Western nations. The Uruguay
2See Michael Todaro, Economic Development in the Third World, 4 fNew York:
Longman, 1989), as discussed on 385-386 for his theories on unequal trade.
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Round has promoted liberalization of markets, increasing competition between
developing nations, and net reductions of African exports.3
There is a basis for an integrative regional division of labor where members
expect to derive benefits from collaborative efforts. However, nations in the West
African subregion have had difficulties due to their composition. Member states
possess similar resource endowments and are retarded in industrial capacity. As
suppliers of raw materials and agricultural products in the international division of
labor, they inevitably compete for markets, foreign capital, and technology.4
Since West Africa has been unable to improve its economies of scale within
their subregion, and terms of trade with developed nations, other solutions have
been proffered. Currently, information technology has been acclaimed by some as
a panacea for Africa's economic ills. Technological progress is often considered by
economists, one of the important engines of economic growth.5
Schiller contends that IT is being employed to bring about a total
transformation of the international economic order through the control of the flow
3Robert Kappel, "Africa's Marginalization in World Trade: A Result of the Uruguay
Round Agreements," Intereconomics (January/February 1996): 39.
4Julius Okolo, "Integrative and Cooperative Regionalism: the Economic Community
of West African States," International Organization 39,1 (Winter 1985): 131.
5In terms of production possibility analysis, a neutral technological change which,
say, doubles total output is conceptually equivalent to a doubling of all productive inputs.
Todaro, 118.
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of information.6 Many developing nations have clamored for a New World
Information and Communication Order (NWICO) to bring more equity and balance
to the international communication environment.7
Unfortunately, much of the technical assistance that served as a component
in economic development models for Africa in post-independence, was
conceptualized without a good understanding of the national intricacies. This
flawed reasoning was made evident when Western consultants and "experts"
transplanted technology that either collected dust, or was underutilized. Odedra
asserts, "the applications of computers in Sub-Saharan Africa have so far been
mainly the result of isolated initiatives without preconceived strategies or plans/'8
Despite the lack of policies for applied technologies in Africa, it stands as a
vital component in the trade sector. Telecommunications technology has received
an increased amount of attention since the commercialization of the Internet. On
line information via electronic bulletin boards and real-time communications can
result in greater efficiency and a considerable savings in time and cost.
"See Herbert Schiller, Who Knows: Information in the Age ofthe Fortune 500 (Princeton-
Abplex, 1981), 2. v
7Muhammad Ayish, "International Communications in the 1990s: Implications for
the Third World/' International Affairs 68 (March 1992): 487-488. The Non-aligned countries
assembled at the Cominac V conference placed particular emphasis on the NWICO
"Cominac in Abuja (II)," West Africa, 23-29 September 1996,1517.
8 Mayuri Odedra and others, "Sub-Saharan Africa: A Technological Desert"
Communication ofthe ACM 36, 2 (1993): 26.
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At a meeting in Columbus, Ohio, business leaders met to discuss the benefits
of electronically-based trade vehicles. The body adopted the Columbus Ministerial
Declaration on Trade Efficiency:
Promotion and implementation of these measures by all will
contribute to greater participation in world trade, thus allowing the
creation of new international trade flows. Trade efficiency measures
would also result in reduction of trade transaction costs by a quarter
of by up to 100 billion dollars annually by the year 2000.9
Based on the survey of literature, certain variables (political, economic, social,
and technical) influence the degree to which the Internet can be adopted. This study
argues that these variables impact the extent of adoption which, in turn, represent














Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
'United Nations, Columbus Ministerial Declaration on Trade Efficiency. Drafted at the




How do the political, economic, social, and technical variables impact the
extent to which Internet can be adopted?
Which variables have the greatest influence on the adoption of Internet?
What are the main inhibiting factors of Internet adoption for trade purposes?
Major Assumptions
This study will be based on two major assumptions:
West African nations desire to improve trade within the subregion.
West African nations desire efficiency of trade within the subregion.
Hypotheses
Political Dimension
Through a careful survey of literature, those nations with greater degrees of
political stability are more apt to adopt new technologies such as the Internet.
According to Wallender, political stability seems to relate less to the ideological
position of the government than to the predictability of change in the environment.10
Because of the rash of political irregularities in Anglophone West Africa,
perhaps it is understandable that Internet functionality has made deeper
penetrations into Francophone West Africa (See Table 3). Anglophone nations are
10Harvey Wallender, Technology Transfer Management in the Developing Countries




currently suffering from various degrees of political instability. This leads us to the
following proposition:
Proposition 1: The less stable the government, the lower the rates of Internet
adoption.
Political instability is now regarded by many researchers as one of the most
important obstacles to human development in Africa." Political instability (PI)
multidimensional encompassing events that result in executive change as well
events of mass violence and disturbance.12 While democracy is not a "one-size-fits-
all" framework, the prevailing perception is that democratically-elected
governments are more stable than those that are not democratically-elected.
In the review of literature, political risk indicators provide a measurement
of stability for business ventures. In addition, rates of Internet adoption is measured
by the number of Internet hosts.13 The Pearson correlation between political risk
indices listed below in Table 4 and Internet adoption show a strong relationship
(M=.734).
P™ 1^ TT' /Africa Mtei More™«™*y Yeats of Independence- Still
Poor and Deprived," Journal ofThird World Studies XI, 2 (Fall 94): 23. penaence stm
"Kwabena Gyimah-Brempong and Thomas L. Traynor, "Political Instability and
m USS-DeVel°Ped Countries<" I* /— of Developmental Studies 32, 5 Q^e
p * ^lkMt7*imtanCe' ""adoption was m«>sured by the concentration of Internet
Protocol (IP) hosts. See Ning Lin, "Diffusion of Information Technology: A cTseStajrf
Computer Network and the Role of Government, Industry and Acadimia ta DevXLj











































Doteon Rebecca, "World Economic Analysis: Country Risk Analysis." Euromoney, September 1997,
as
21-23.
Using these "objective" statistics, the proposition is thus operationalized
the following testable hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: West African traders feel that political instability inhibits rates of
Internet adoption.
Economic Dimension
In 1996,66% of West Africa's trade was with developed nations (See Table
1). However, increasing regionalism has rendered traditional relationships less
significant:
More recently, the international environment was also marked by a
greater tendency towards the creation of large regional grouping - the
final touches to European Union in accordance with the Maastricht
Treaty, the birth of the North American Free Trade Association
(NAFTA), together with the conclusion of the URUGUAYROUND of
negotiations on international trade and the creation of the World
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Trade Organization. . . It is more than ever urgent for us to redouble
our effort and consolidate our gains in the adjustment process by
harmonizing our macroeconomic policies and aligning our positions
to serve our common interests better.14
Proposition 2: The increasing levels of regional interdependence has an
impact on subregional integration in West Africa.
With regional initiatives taking place throughout the international sector,
West African nations must begin to make adjustments to avoid the loss of export
revenues in traditional markets, while finding new subregional partners for
collaborative efforts. Poor communication links have historically stifled any serious
effort at subregional integration. Today, information technologies are poised to
change existing economic relationships.
France, like most of the Western world, is highly dependent on the
commodities of Africa.15 However, more subregional collaboration is needed as a
hedge against the potential collapse of commodity prices and the loss of traditional
markets due to regionalism. Since infrastructural problem remains, information
technologies may provide such a platform for increased collaboration. Ghana, often
lauded as an African model for economic growth,16 has embarked on an ambitious
plan to employ the Internet as a catalyst for economic development.
"Mohamedou Ould Michel, West African Clearing House Bulletin, July-December
1994,6.
15Guy Martin, "Continuity and Change in Franco-African Relations," The Journal of
Modern African Studies 33,1 (1995): 9-10.
16Colleen Lowe Morna, "Interview: Kwesi Botchwey, Ghana's Finance Minister,"




West African traders feel that increasing trade competition between
regions necessitates higher rates ofInternet adoption.
The social dimension is perhaps one of the most important variables in
determining the extent of IT absorption. It is the social dimension that sets the
guidelines and norms of what is acceptable and important in a society. As an
integral part of the social infrastructure, the educational system provides a
foundation not only for establishing these norms, but addresses the needs of the
populous.
The educational infrastructure is heavily influenced by government policies.
If the government feels that technology is a priority, then educational institutions
stand to benefit from higher investments in technological development.17 If
governments feel that technology is not a main priority, funding will be allocated
to disciplines deemed more important to the society. Hence, the fourth proposition
is as stated:
Proposition 3: The stronger the emphasis on technical education, the higher
the rates of Internet adoption.
17Asian nations have a rigorous educational system with an intense concentration
on mathematics, computers, and engineering. This emphasis has resulted in rapid
technological development in this region. Within the last decade, India has also placed
emphasis on the technical sciences and has experienced success in software industry.
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To operationalize the social variable, this study will use the percentage of
graduates in the technical sciences to measure the amount of emphasis placed on
technological development. If there is a high rate, the Internet has a better chance
of absorption due to (1) skilled labor and (2) apparent government support.
Hypothesis 3: West African traders feel that increased rates oftechnical education
and training increases rates of Internet adaption.
Technical Dimension
The telecommunications infrastructure is the medium through which data
is transmitted. Data are transmitted over a variety of media such as cable,
microwave, cellular. The infrastructure is necessary for the implementation of
computer networks such as the Internet. This leads us to the simple proposition.
Proposition 4: The more developed the telecommunications infrastructure,
the higher the rates of Internet adoption.
The quality and reliability of the infrastructure can be determined by at least
100 different variables.18 Variables such as electric power capacity,19 error
transmission rates, and teledensity (phones per 100 people) are measurements used
18Adrian Labor, ALABOR@IDRCCA, "So What! City Phones Out Numbers
Africa's," 18 November 1997, AFRIK-IT@LISTSERV.HEA.IE (Internet discussion group).
19While Ghana has one of the deepest penetrations of Internet hosts, they are
currently in the midst of a severe electric power shortage due to the crippling drought. The
country is rationing 12 hours of electricity for every 24 hours. The reliance on power
generation from the Akosombo Dam has also affected Benin and Togo.
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to determine the development of the technological infrastructure.20 With a multiple
regression score of I?=.796, the secondary data from Table 3 shows that these three
variables explain a significant portion of the variance pertaining to Internet
adoption. Thus, this information is used to arrive at the fourth hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4: West African traders feel that the higher the quality of the
information infrastructure, the higher the rates ofInternet adoption.
Trade Dimension
. . . without access to the Internet, African nations will never become
participants in the global economy, where business is increasingly
done electronically.21
Examining literature on trade and telecommunications, telecom connectivity
is said to be a cause for trade growth.22 In West Africa, there are few subregional
links connecting West African nations. However, Internet connections yield promise
in bridging the communication gap existing within West Africa. At the moment,
only a few West African nations are without full Internet connectivity.
20World Bank, World Development Indicators (Washington, DC: World Bank, 1997),
272-274.
21Drusilla Menaker, "Internet Could Transform Africa/' Atlanta Constitution Journal,
27 November 1995, A16.
"John E. Udo Ndebbio, "Science, Technology and Development in ECOWAS,"
Journal of Asian and African Studies 27, 1-2 (1992): 115; Aido Opoku-Mensah Brako,"
Superhighway Roadblocks/' Toward Freedom (December 1995-January 1996): 16; Ruby Roy
Dholakia and Bari Harlam, "Telecommunications and Economic Development,"
Telecommunications Policy 18,6 (1996): 470.
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If the Internet is truly a global network, then those nations with connectivity
have a better means to facilitate trade initiatives. A preliminary test on secondary
data shows almost a perfect correlation (M=.988) between Internet adoption and
subregional trade. Thus, the following proposition is stated:
Proposition 5: The adoption of the Internet will help to increase subregional
trade.
The multi-tiered trade structure in West Africa consists of vendors,
middlemen, wholesalers, and retailers. Due to the length and complexity of
distribution channels, inefficiencies are a major concern. Benjamin and Wigand
recommend an "electronic" value chain to bypass intermediaries and increase
efficiency:
These links take many forms, such as electronic data integration, just-
in-time manufacturing, electronic hierarchies and markets, strategic
alliances, networked organizations, and others.23
Although implementation of an electronic value chain is logically sound, it
requires a highly-structured distribution system. Most of Africa's inefficiencies
result from the lack of a viable infrastructure.24 Thus, if the Internet could create
efficiencies in the facilitation of trade, its value will soon be realized.
Hypothesis 5: West African traders feel that the adoption of Internet technology
results in the improvement ofsubregional trade in West Africa.
^Robert Benjamin and Rolf Wigand, "Electronic Markets and Virtual Value Chains




One of the main limitations is the poor state of the African information
infrastructure (i.e., updated directories, postal service, poor phone connectivity).
This situation may cause a survey response rate that is less than optimal to achieve
desired levels of generalizability. Due to the lack of an established theoretical base
of empirical evidence relative to key dimensions, this exploratory study is
appropriate and will serve as a basis for future research efforts.
Research Methods
Questionnaire Development
The review of literature served as a foundation for the composition of the
questionnaire. There is currently a wide body of literature on the increasing role of
information technology in the international sector. A thorough search demonstrated
a level of prominence of several variables and their respective roles in the adoption
and employment of Internet technology.
Part of the review of literature employed Internet discussion groups25
comprised of IT experts and professionals from around the world. This resource
provided an abundance of exploratory data due to the wide range of relevant issues
concerning the ongoing developments in the technology industry. This exploratory
data were also used to form questions as part of the survey instrument.
25The two discussion groups used to compile exploratory data were AFRIK-IT
(AFRIK-IT@LISTSERV.HEA.IE) and DEVEL-L (DEVEL-L@AMERICAN.EDU).
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From the review of literature, research questions were formed and
hypotheses were devised. From the formulation of the hypotheses, the
questionnaire was composed using an approach similar to two previous studies .*
The questionnaire was written in three languages (English, French, and Portuguese)
and checked for translation errors using the back translation method.
In this method, the questionnaire is translated from the base language by a
bilingual speaker whose native language is the language into which the
questionnaire is being translated. This version is then re-translated back into the
original language by a bilingual whose native language is the initial or base
language.27
Variables
Several combinations of variables have been used to measure the effects on
Internet adoption. In the current survey of literature, the most common variables
have been political, economic, social, and technical.28 In strategic management
^John Paul Steinbart and Ravinder Nath. "Problems and Issues in the Management
of International Data Communications Networks: The Experience of American
Companies." MIS Quarterly (March 1992): 55-76. Fred Davis, "Perceived Usefulness,
Perceived Ease of Use, and User Acceptance of Information Technology," MIS Quarterly 13,
3 (September 1989): as discussed on 319-339.
27Naresh Malhotra, Marketing Research: An Applied Orientation (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall: 1993): 787.
^In the Leland Committee Global Information Infrastructure meeting at the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID), one participant stated that the "problem"
of IT adoption is 30% technical, 30% legal and 40% cultural. Another assessed the
breakdown as 15% technical 15% legal and 70% cultural. Jeff Cochrane,
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circles, these same variables are known by the acronym, PEST (Political, Economic,
Social, Technological).29 The legal parameter was collapsed into the political variable
since it is heavily influenced by the political apparatus. In this study, there are four
independent variables: political, economic, social, and technical. Each variable will
be tested for its influence on Internet adoption, measured by number of hosts in the
country. Internet adoption is an intervening variable and the dependent variable is
subregional trade.
Sampling
The sample frame was derived from lists supplied by U.S. and African
embassies, national trading entities in Africa, the World Business Directory and the
West African Enterprise Network (http://www.waen.com). A disproportionate
random sample was used due to the disparity in terms of the available respondents
from country-country. Smaller countries had much shorter lists and were used in
their entirety while longer lists used the random sample. Judgmental sampling was
used via Internet discussion groups to locate potential respondents. These
respondents were then asked to inform others to participate in the project (snowball
sample).
jeffc@INFO.USAID.GOV, "Part 5: Getting Wired - Workshop at USAID," 4 April 1996.
AFRIK-IT@LISTSERV.HEA.IE (Internet discussion group).
PEST provides an analysis of how events and trends in the factors in a wider
environment affect the industry under study. Paul B. Cragg and Paul N. Finley, "IT:




Due to the poor information infrastructure in most West African countries,
several sampling methods were employed. Although mobility among West African
businesses is not very high, the lists sometimes contained inaccurate information.
Since some of the lists were several years old, questionnaires were returned and
others were assumed lost. Respondents were comprised of businesses involved i
commercial trade without regard to the sector. The respondents were primarily
management positions of trade, finance, or information systems, but represented an
appropriate sample frame due to the multi-faceted nature of trade.
Field Procedures
Data were gathered from mailed questionnaires sent to individuals in the
commercial industries. While research surveys are conducted on the Internet with
increasing regularity,30 the drawbacks are missing data, obtaining a representative
sample, return rates, dissemination problems, computer malfunctions, interface
incompatibility, survey design, and data analysis. Attempts were made to send the
questionnaire via e-mail with miserable results. Because of the drawbacks of e-mail
surveys, the air mail method was employed for the data collection, while e-mail
communication was used in a support capacity.
Norman and Nunamaker showed a 90% return rate on computer-imbedded
questionnaires. Alain Pinsonneault and Kenneth L. Kraemer, "Survey Research
MethodologymManagementmformationSyst^
Information Systems. 10. 2 /Fall iqcmv mn *, , ( 1993): 100.
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Data
The primary data seeks to measure the potentiality of the Internet as a trade
vehicle and to find out from trade professionals what variables they see as
important and gather opinions concerning possible frameworks. The data are
categorical and gathered by a standard 5-point Likert scale. The exception was the
background survey on computer use and the respondent profile. One open-ended
question was included to gather perception on how the Internet can be used to
increase trade in the subregion. This question is designed for exploratory purposes
and not used for hypotheses testing.
Due to the infrastructural limitations and the paucity of quantitative data
collected, qualitative interviews were conducted at the Ghana Computer Uteracy and
Distance Education Conference in Accra, Ghana. This approach was used to buttress
the validity and reliability of the results:
. . . mail questionnaires are very good for factual data, but they are
less effective when sensitive or complex data are needed. In quality
and cost are highest with face-to-face interviews. . . Using multiple
methods permits researcher to have more complete data on the
phenomenon of interest and a broader and richer understanding. The
quality of data is also enhanced because triangulation is possible.31
Unit ofAnalysis
Although the subregion contains sixteen countries, this study evaluated the
characteristics of a subregion as opposed to the characteristics of sixteen separate
31Pinsonrteault and Kraemer, 84.
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entities. Yin calls this an embedded design and admonishes the researcher not to fall
into the trap of focusing only on the subunits without returning to the larger unit
of analysis.32 Adopting the subregion as a unit of analysis in the design of
integration schemes will significantly enhance their survival and sustainability.33
Conclusion
A variety of methods were used to develop the sample frame. This was due
in part to circumvent the limitations which hinder the research process in West
Africa. Future studies on the topic of the Internet will have the advantage of a better
research model and larger pool of integrated and codified information to draw
from. This research methodology hopes to provide a foundation for future efforts.
32Robert K. Yin, Case Study: Design and Methods (Newbury Park: Sage, 1989): 50.
Mukum Mbaku, "Changing Global Trade Patterns and the Further




A total of 730 questionnaires (a 33-question, 4-page booklet) were sent to
companies in eleven different West African countries. During the data collection
phase, several countries in the West African subregion experienced political
irregularities making data collection extremely difficult or impossible. These
countries were omitted from the sample frame. The overall response rate was
10.14%. International mail surveys typically vary between 6% and 16%:*
Such low response rates jeopardize any attempt to generalize findings
in an adequate way. However, low response rates in exploratory
studies is less significant because their findings are not intended to be
generalized to the population.2
The targeted sample consisted of those companies affiliated with the trade
sector. While the overwhelming majority dealt strictly with import/export, also
included in the sample frame were companies involved in services and technology.
1Anne-Wil Harzing, "Response Rates in International Mail Surveys: Results of a 22-
Country Study," International Business Review 6,6 (1997): 643.
2Alain Pinsonneault and Kenneth L. Kraemer, "Survey Research Methodology in
Management Information Systems: An Assessment/' Journal of Management Information
Systems, 10,2 (Fall 1993): 94.
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TABLE 5. DISTRIBUTION OFRESPONDENTFUNCTIONS %
Chief Executive Officer/Managing Director 78.4%
Chief Technology Officer 10.8%
Chief Financial Officer 8.1 %
Combined Roles 2.7%
Each respondent received one questionnaire, except in cases where two
companies were owned or managed by the same person. In this case, one location
was chosen to receive the questionnaire. International reply coupons or pre-paid
return envelopes were included as return postage. Due to the poor postal system
in West African countries, some of the addresses on the commercial lists were
outdated resulting in 14 returned questionnaires. One was invalid and others were
assumed lost or unreturned. These limitations rendered tests for the bias between
early versus late responders infeasible and thus, were not conducted. Below is the
























While each trade company may have different motivations for making their
decisions (i.e., political, economic, social, and technical), the objectives remain the
same. Thus, the argument for a homogeneous sample is posited. To test for
homogeneity of data, the variance between the language groups (Anglophone,
Francophone, Lusophone) was examined.
Due to the colonial legacies of the three language groups and possible
divergences in policies for technological implementation, an attempt was made to
pool the data. The variable identifying language affiliation (Q^ Country of
Operation), was run as the independent variable against the data set to check for
homogeneity. The following hypotheses are stated:
Hq: ^ =y,2 = ^3 within the language groups
H ^3 within the language groups
The results using ANOVA showed that there was a negligible variance
among the three language groups in their responses except in the questions below.
TABLE 7, VARIANCE BETWEENLANGUAGE GROUPS
Qu Internet development is Anglophone
directly related to economic Francophone
relations with the West. Lusophone
Q16 The rate ofInternet technology Anglophone
is positively related to Francophone














For Q13 and Q16/ the p-values (<; .05) indicate that the means are not uniform
between language groups and thus, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Since
these are the only questions exhibiting a significant variance between language
groups, homogeneity can be assured. The Lusophone group had a higher standard
error which may be attributed to the low number of cases collected.
Factor Q13seems to suggest that Francophone respondents feel more strongly
about this issue since their economies are intricately intertwined with France.
Lusophone respondents did not feel strong about the relationship. Despite the fact




TABLE 8. COMMUNICATIONSMEDIA USAGE











To obtain a better understanding of the international flows of data of the
respondents, the media usage was examined. From Table 8, it is evident that most
of the respondents are using fax and telephone services. Conversely, use of the old
telex systems is decreasing and Internet use is increasing.
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On a seven-point scale (7=Always to l=Never), respondents indicated that
most of the transborder data flow occurs (in increasing order) with Western Europe,
the U.S., and West Africa. The existing dominance of transborder flow to the West
(i.e., Western Europe) can be attributed to the prevailing communication channels
established during the colonial era.
Despite the fact the respondents' have lower frequency of data flow within
the West African subregion, relative to Western Europe and the U.S., they assert
that computer networks have improved communication within the West African
subregion. Since studies document that flows of information are strongly correlated
to flows of trade, the trend seems to credence to the hypothesis that the use of
computer networks (i.e., Internet) improves trade within the West African
subregion.
Network Usage
Thirty-six percent of the respondents stated that they used computer
networks to transfer data across borders. The use of these networks started in 1989,
but 75% of network adoption has occurred between 1995-1998. In terms of the
Internet use, 40.5% of the respondents reported having access. Since Ghana and
C6te d'lvoire have the two highest penetrations of Internet hosts in the subregion,
it comes as no surprise that respondents of these two countries had the highest
response rates.
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Ninety percent of those who reported Internet access agreed that there was
an appreciable difference in transborder communication since they began to use
computer networks. Seventy percent of the respondents agreed that communication
has improved within the West African subregion. Seventy-seven percent of
businesses reporting Internet access had 100 or fewer employees. This would imply
that there are fewer barriers to employ new technological initiatives in a smaller,
less bureaucratic structure.
There were different types of businesses involved in the trade sector using
Internet technology. The sample data showed that the 50% of service companies
reported Internet use, 37% of trading companies, 38% of technical companies, 20%
ofmanufacturing companies, and 80% of those companies with combined functions.
Internet Users vs. Non-users
To detect any patterns of divergence terms of Internet users and non-users,
an ANOVA test was conducted. Perhaps there is a perceptual difference between
the two groups because of the personality characteristic attributed to each stage of
technology adoption. Rogers theorized that there are five categories describing the
distribution of technology adopters: innovators (2.5% of the population), the trend
setters; early adopters (13.5%), the well-respected opinion leaders; early majority
(34%), deliberate adopters of innovations; late majority (34%), skeptics of innovation
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with a tendency to adopt only after most others have done so; laggards (16%), old-
fashioned conservatives who adopt only after all certainty has been removed:
The characteristics of adopters are that the relatively earlier adopter
have more years of education, a greater degree of upward social
mobility, and a greater ability to deal with uncertainty and risk in the
adoption process.3
However, these categorizations are difficult to apply to the social
infrastructure of developing nations because the Internet may be used more as a
mass medium rather than as a tool for the elite class.4 Consequently, the ANOVA
tests showed little variance between the users and non-users in terms of the way
each group perceives the factors influencing Internet adoption. Only two factors
the survey instrument showed a significant variance as illustrated by Table 9.
on
TABLE 9. INTERNET USERS VS. NON-USERS
Does your Mean SD F P
organization use the (ft) ($
Internet?
QJ7 Face-to-face communication is NO 42 3.4762 1954
important when conducting YES 30 4.1000 2163 4 620 035
business in West Africa. TOTAL 72 3.736I .1467
Qn Reliability and quality of NO 43 3.6047 1944
telephone networks is a YES 30 4.3000 1739 6 414 014
significant problem in Internet TOTAL 73 3.8904 1401
development.
247.
3Everett Rogers, Diffusion ofInnovations, 3rd edition (New York: MacMillan, 1983),
4MicheI Marriott, "The Web is Reflecting a Wider World of Languages," New York
Times, 18 June 1998, D7.
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The following hypotheses are stated:
Hq: px =1*2= ^3 between Internet users and non-users
Ha: fzt *v2 * ^3 between Internet users and non-users
For Q17, the difference in the means between the two groups is a substantial
Wusenr-6238)wim a low standard deviation. With a p-value (.035) < .05, the
null hypothesis is rejected meaning that the two groups differ in their perception
concerning the importance of face-to-face communication.
For Qx, the Internet users felt stronger about the reliability and quality
problems of telephone networks for Internet development. The difference in the
means between the two groups is a substantial (Musere-^non-asere=-6953)-With a p-value
(.014) < .05, the null hypothesis is rejected meaning that the two groups differ in
their perception concerning the reliability and quality of telephone networks.
Factor Analysis for Construct Validity
Before testing the hypotheses, variables were tested to denote their validity
in testing of the hypotheses. Exploratoryfactor analysis was used to identify a smaller
set of salient variables from a larger set for use in multivariate analysis. The four
basic steps when conducting factor analysis are:
1. Data collection and preparation of a covariance or correlation matrix,
2. Extraction of initial factors,
3. Rotation to terminal solutions and interpretation,
4. Construction of factor scales.5
5Jae-On Kim and Charles W. Mueller, Introduction to Factor Analysis: What It Is and
How To Do It (Beverly Hills: Sage Press, 1978), 46.
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For example, each variable contained a set of four factors designed for the
corresponding hypothesis. After each factor was examined for their cornmunalities,
those with high factor loadings were selected and grouped for testing the
hypotheses. The mean and standard deviation of the sample responses are
included.6 Construct reliability was performed using Cronbach's alpha (<*)
coefficient/ with .60 as the minimum standard for reliability.8
Political Variable
Q8: Political instability inhibits the adoption ofInternet technology.
(Mean = 3.4366, SD = 1.3281)
Qg! Political instability threatens transborderflows ofinformation.
(Mean = 3.8904, SD = 1.0873)
Q10; 77k more democratic a government is, the easier it is for Internet adoption.
(Mean = 4.1644, SD = 1.0543)
Q1V Internet technology is perceived by the government as a threat to national security.
(Mean = 2.5205, SD = 1.2595)
Factor analysis shows that 81.969% of the variance can be explained by two
components. The rotated component matrix for the political variable was divided
into two components as indicated in Table 10 below:
*The mean is the overall average of the score on the Likert scale. The scale reads as
follows: l=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=undecided, $=agree, 5=strongly agree. The standard
deviation is the extent to which responses cluster around the mean. The lower the standard
deviation, the closer the answers cluster around the mean.
7"The idea is to measure the extent to which the respondent can answer the same
or approximately the same questions the same way each time." Detmar Straub and Curtis
Carlson, "Validating Instruments in MIS Research/' MS Quarterly (June 1989): 151.
8Jum Nunnally, Psychometric Theory (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), 226.
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The rotated component matrix shows that the communaUty for Qu (national
security) is very low with respect to Qg, Q9 and Q10 (poUtical instabiUty). Since Qu
appears to be describing a different characteristic of the poUtical variable, it will not
be used to describe factors of poUtical instabiUty. The factors chosen for describing





There is a keen interest in the use ofInternet technology amongst business professionals
(Mean = 4.4521, SD = .6880) J
Internet development is directly related to economic relations with the West
(Mean = 3.7639, SD = ,9999)
Transborderflows ofelectronic data is essentialfor improving trade between West African
nations. (Mean = 4.3288, SD - .7827)
Due to increasing competition in the trade sector between various regions, the adoption of




















Factor analysis shows that 74.102% of the variance can be explained by two
components. The factor loadings for Q12/ Q14 and Q15 have a high amount of
communality and appear to describe economic relations pertaining to the West
African subregion. The factor Q13 appears to describe economic relations with the
West (i.e., Europe) and will not b used. The three remaining factor loadings
presented a reliable scale for testing the economic variable (« = .7120).
Social Variable
Qu: The rate ofInternet adoption is positively related to government investment in technical
education. (Mean = 3.7568, SD = 3.0372;
QJ7: Business professionals are interested in learning about the benefits ofInternet technology
(Mean = 4.2027, SD = .7935)
Qis-- language differences create problems in managing theflow ofdata across borders
(Mean = 3.4521, SD = 1.1672)
QJ3. Face-to-face communication is important when conducting business in West Africa
(Mean = 3.7361, SD - 1.2446)
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TABLE 12. ROTATED COMPONENTMATRIXFOR SOCIAL VARIABLE
Factors Component 1 Component 2












The social variable was designed to test whether there was an inherent social
importance adopting Internet technology for businesses purposes. The rotated
component matrix shows that two components explain 61.821 % of the variance in
the social variable. The communality for Q16, Q17 and Q19 in the first component is
very high which means that these three factors are prime candidates for describing
the social variable. Since factor Q18 loaded high in the second component, it can be
declared as a separate variable.
The three selected factors have a low scale reliability (« = .4552), so
alternative variables were sought to help improve the reliability of the social
variable. Factor Q13 was discarded from the political variable due its low factor
loading. However, when added to the social variable, the factor loading was
consistent with the other factors. Below is the revised model:
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TABLE 13. COMPONENTMATRIXFOR SOCIAL VARIABLE
Factors Component 1 Component2





Factor Q13 examines the relationship between Internet development and
economic relations with the West. With the inclusion of Q13, the scale reliability of
the new two-component model improves substantially (« = .6263). However, since
factor Q19 appears to load high in two different components, it will not be used with
the other factors to describe the social variable. With the three remaining variables,
the scale reliability remains stable (« = .6173).
To explain the eligibility of Qu as a social factor, it is understood that before
building an economic relationship with West Africa, European nations instituted a
socialization agenda. During European colonization, institutions were built to train
a cadre of African civil servants who would maintain the existing economic
relationship.9 Thus, the poUtical-economic-social trilogy was a structural component
in the colonial policy of the West.
36-40.
9See Kwame Nkrumah, Class Struggle in Africa, 5th edition (Panaf: London, 1980),
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Today, the Internet is perceived as a vehicle for lubricating trade
relationships. Since the Internet is perceived as a vehicle for facilitating trade,
Western nations are serving their geo-economic interests by investing heavily into
the African information infrastructure to maintain economic relationships. The
cultural diffusion via the Internet demonstrates an integrated socio-economic
component. Further investigation shows a significant relationship between the
economic and social variables (Rhcon.social = .324, « = .01).
Technical Variable
Q2Q: Hardware compatibility is a significant problem in transferring data across national
borders. (Mean = 33333, SD = 1.0877)
Qn: There is a shortage of qualified African technicians to assist in the establishment and
maintenance ofinternational computer networks. (Mean = 3.4054, SD = 1.2378)
Q^: Reliability and quality ofAfrica's telephone networks is a significant problem in Internet
development (Mean = 3.8904, SD = 1.1968)
Q23. Lack of technical information about the Internet is the reason for its slow acceptance
(Mean = 3.8784, SD = 1.0197)
TABLE 14. ROTATED COMPONENTMATRIXFOR TECHNICAL VARIABLE
Factors Component 1 Component 2














With two components explaining 66.999% of the variance in Table 14, the
four factors appear to be describing two different aspects of the technical variable.
Factors Q^ Q^ and Q^ appear to describe technical reliability, while Q^ describes
technical awareness. Since the former three variables showed an average reliability
(<* = .5536), alternative factors were sought to describe the technical variable better.
In the previous test, factor Q18 was discarded from the social variable, but
when added to the technical variable, improved the scale reliability (« = .6362). The
rationale for adding language to the technical variable is due to sources which assert
language difference as a problem associated with global networks.10 This assertion
is confirmed by the significant relationship existing between the social and technical
variables •SOCIAL, TECH = .305, <* = .01). Below is the revised model:











10fohn Paul Steinbart and Ravinder Nath, "Problems and Issues in the Management
of International Data Communications Networks: The Experience of American
Companies," MIS Quarterly (March 1992): 59.
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Perceived Usefulness for Trade
Q24: Internet technology could improve efficiency in trade relations within West Africa.
(Mean = 4.3784, SD = .7158)
Q25: Internet technology can enable procedural tasks of trade to be accomplished more quickly.
(Mean = 4.4189, SD = .7024)
Q26: Internet technology can increase trade productivity.
(Mean = 4.1892, SD = .7153)
Q27, Overall Internet technology is a useful application for the trade sector.
(Mean = 4.4324, SD = .5753)
TABLE 16. COMPONENTMATRIXFOR INTERNETS
PERCEIVED USEFULNESS
Factors Component 1









This variable tests the respondent perception of Internet influence on
subregional trade. The four factors have a high degree of communality, explaining
66.949% of the total variance and a strong reliability coefficient (« - .8280).
Hypotheses Testing
The objective of the first phase of the data analysis is to test the selected
variables (i.e., political, economic, social, and technical) and their influence in the








Figure 2. Influence of Variables on Adoption of Internet
To test the influence of each of the four variables, the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) technique was used. ANOVA is applicable because the objective is to
examine whether respondents feel that political, economic, social, and technical
independent variables, orfactors, differ in their influence on Internet adoption. Each
factor will represent a treatment for testing the hypotheses.
ANOVA examines the difference in mean values of the dependent variable
associated with the effect of the controUed independent variable after taking into
account the influence of the uncontrolled independent variables.11 There are two
conditions in testing the hypotheses.
If the F-value is less than the critical value, the null hypothesis is not rejected.
If the null hypothesis is not rejected, then the independent variable does not
have a significant effect on Internet adoption.
If the F-value is greater than the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected.
If the null hypothesis is rejected, then there is a significant influence of the
variable on Internet adoption.
"Naresh K. Malhotra, Marketing Research: An Applied Orientation (Englewood Cliffs:
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The selected factors which explain the four variables were grouped and
generated. The prevailing F-value was then compared with the critical value located
in the F-distribution table with the standard confidence level (°~.O5). The following
variables were selected for testing the hypothesis:
TABLE 17. FACTORS FOR TESTING OFHYPOTHESES




TECHNICAL Qig, q^ q2i, Q22 (c^6362)
PERCEIVED USEFULNESS Q^Q^Q^ Q27(°~.828O)
Political Variable
Ho: West African traders do not feel that political instability inhibits rates of
Internet adoption.
H,: West African traders feel that political instabiUty inhibits rates of Internet
adoption.
The review of literature found political stability to be a significant factor in
the adoption of applied technologies. Recent political problems in Liberia, Sierra
Leone, Nigeria, and the Gambia have delayed infrastructural development for
Internet technologies. The latter countries have recently gained full Internet access.




TABLE 18. ANOVA FOR POLITTCA T. VARIABLE


















In the political variable, Q,, Q,, Qlo were found to be relevant in testing for
the impact of political instability on the adoption of the Internet. With an F-value
of 2.037, a critical value of 1.92 (d/= 12 and 61), and the p-value (.036) < .05, the null
hypothesis is rejected. Therefore, West African traders feel that political instability
inhibits rates of Internet adoption.
Economic Variable
H,:
West African traders do not feel that increasing trade competition between
regions necessitates higher rates of Internet adoption.
West African traders feel that increasing trade competition between regions
necessitates higher rates of Internet adoption.
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An increasing amount of regionalism has changed the role of technology in
economic integration. The increasing trend of regionalism has made the fluidity of
communication paramount in maintaining access to competitive markets. The


























Factors Q12, Q14/ Q15 produced an F-value of 1.390 with a critical value of 2.17
(df= 7 and 66), and the p-value (.224) > .05 meaning that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected. Thus West African traders do not feel that increasing trade competition
between regions necessitates higher rates of Internet adoption. Perhaps the rationale
is that Internet adoption occurs irrespective of regional competition and that
national economic initiatives serve as a greater impetus to Internet adoption.
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Social Variable
Ho: West African traders do not feel that increased rates of technical education
and training increases rates of Internet adoption.
H3: West African traders feel that increased rates of technical education and
training increases rates of Internet adoption.
Ttee has been a plethora of studies documenting the impact that technology
has on the social infrastructure (i.e., culture, education, communication). IT* social
factors generated the following results:
Internet
Hosts
TABLE 20. ANOVA FOR SOCIAL VARIABLE
















Factors Q13, Q16, Q17 produced an F-value of .393 with a critical value of 2.08
(df=9 and 64), and a Rvalue (.934) > .05 meaning that the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected. There has been a dramatic increase in the awareness of West African
professionals concerning the virtues of the Internet. TTiere have also been many
developments to diminish the "social shock" which often accompanies technology.
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Technical Variable
Hq: West African traders do not feel that the quality of the information
infrastructure increases rates of Internet adoption.
H4: West African traders feel that the quality of the information infrastructure,
increases rates of Internet adoption.
The quality of a nation's information infrastructure is a vital component to
the absorptive capacity of Internet technology. The review of literature speaks of
information technologies (IT) as "engines of growth." Governments have begun to
place more emphasis on laying a viable infrastructure to increase efficiency of
communication. The technical variable was designed to measure the quality of the
information infrastructure. The results are as follows:
TABLE 21, ANOVA FOR TECHNICAL VARIABLE


















Factors Q18 Q^, Q21, Q22 produced an F-value of 1.315 with critical value of
1.88 (df=15 and 58), and a p-value (.223) > .05 meaning that the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected. Thus, West African traders do not feel the quality of the
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information infrastructure (as defined by the variable) necessarily leads to an
increase in Internet adoption. The argument concerning telephone networks (QJ
has come under vicious attack given the rapid migration to wireless telephony.
Recent development of translators and multimedia interfaces may render language
as less of a problem.
Hardware compatibility (Q20) is perhaps less of a problem now with the
prevailing use of network and transmission control protocol/Internet protocol
(TCP/IP) topologies. Given these developments, the technical variable has
developed a different focus and perhaps would require additional variables to
provide a more accurate depiction of which technical components are important to
building a viable information infrastructure.
Trade Variable (Perceived Usefulness ofInternet)
H,,: West African traders do not feel that the adoption of Internet technology
increases subregional trade in West Africa.
H5: West African traders feel that the adoption of Internet technology increases
subregional trade in West Africa.
The second phase features the last hypothesis which examines the relationship







Figure 3. Internet's Influence on Trade within West Africa
At this time it is difficult to determine the contribution Internet adoption has
on subregional trade. This is due to undocumented "petty trading" and a multitude
of extraneous factors that are difficult to control for. However, two factors enabled
a testing of the hypothesis.
• Scale reliability for factors describing perceived usefulness of the Internet as
it pertains to subregional trade showed a strong alpha coefficient of .8280.
• Bivariate regression (Y=po+PlX) of secondary data in Table 22 below, found
the relationship between subregional West African trade and Internet
t:c^%v:T (M 988) with ra ****strong explanation of
Based on these statistics, the null hypothesis is rejected based on the strength































































This study attempted to provide a better understanding of the variables
influencing Internet adoption to determine what attributes are important in
designing strategies for trade. The factors which explain the variables influencing
Internet adoption appear to be changing in short cycles. Thus, this study can only
serve as the basis of future research. Nevertheless, variables that have traditionally
documented as important (i.e., political, economic, social, technical) must be
adapted to the target environment if a comprehensive assessment is to be made.
CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
Due to the limitations encountered while collecting primary data via
questionnaire, several interviews were conducted to buttress the overall reliability
of the study. These interviews took place in Accra, Ghana during the Ghana
Computer Literacy and Distance Education Conference on 20-22 May 1998. This
conference attracted more than 200 educators, bankers, policy makers, political
leaders, and information technology experts from within and outside of Africa to
deliberate on the role of information communication technologies in promoting
social, economic, cultural, educational, and grassroots development in Africa.1
The interviews conducted during the conference were designed to secure a
high quality of information that would help form ideas of possible strategies for
Internet use in the trade sector. Those interviewed included Ghana's Deputy
Minister of Communications, a Deputy Director of Ghanaian Internet Service
Provider (ISP), an owner of an "information telecenter," and a trade information
official for the West African Enterprise Network (WAEN), a subregional trade
rCWin^P? DarITa'.G^«« Qml«^ literacy and Distance Education Conference
(Opening Plenary Session), Accra, Ghana, 20 May 1998. wn/erence
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organization. Also used in the case analysis was information from the conference
presentations and a roundtable discussion at the University of Ghana-Legon.
Permission to tape the interviews was granted by the interviewees. Each
interview lasted 3M0 minutes. The questions were based on content derived from
the survey instrument. Because each interviewee served different constituencies,
minor adjustments were made to the interview questions when appropriate. The
content of each interview was very high and the questions were designed for
serendipity. Following are the summaries of four interviews.
Network Computer Systems (Accra, Ghana)
Organizational Background
The first interview featured the Deputy Director for Network Computing
Systems (http://www.ncs.com.gh), a Ghana-based ISP. Founded in 1988, this
company, also known as NCS, began providing full Internet service in 1996 and
currently hold a 65% share of the market for providing Internet access.2 NCS
services the greater Ghana area and neighboring West African nations such as Togo,
Gambia, Burkina Faso, and Nigeria. The company also provides system integration
and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) services.3
African/ijric ^^*"*"" Glma ^•//www.igrunail.com) anda£ncaonline.com.gh).




The current pace of growth of Internet development was described as
moderate, but NCS expects to provide a plethora of services due to investments in
satellite communications. NCS has a data license for a satellite link to Teleglobe
(US.) running at 2 megabits/second which will provide the user with a high-speed
circuit to handle bandwidth-intensive data signals such as video streams.
Some of the obstacles noted by NCS is the lack of capital for deep Internet
penetration, lack of human resources (increased learning curve), and a poor
infrastructure. Despite these obstacles, NCS has seen an increase of 25,000
subscribers in the last 3-4 years and increased use of "fixed wireless" cellular
telephony. This scheme allows "leapfrogging" past terrestrial systems that use plain
old telephone system (POTS) lines.
As for increasing awareness, NCS uses conventional modes of advertising
such as television, radio, billboards, and in addition, sponsors hands-on classes and
information seminars. The Deputy Director asserted that people were skeptical of
the Internet because of the lack of awareness and understandings. Three years ago,
there was a lot of fear (of the Internet), but it has been surmounted with the
aforementioned strategies to create awareness. For the professional, NCS has one
of the largest "telecenters" in Accra and now offers a free e-mail service as an
incentive for an Internet subscription.
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NCS has established joint ventures with other national ISPs in Togo and
Gambia. Due to deregulation and a 30% divestiture by Malaysia, Ghana is touted
as one of the most liberal environment for telematics. There are three cellular
providers and FTOs are now interested in providing Internet service, Some
governments have begun establishing strategic alliances with ISPs.
Customer Services
NCS customers provide a variety of services, but e-mail remains the most
pervasive and most important vehicle for information exchange. The Deputy
Director did not feel that the traditional North-South flow of information had an
impact on subregional Internet development because a circuitous route is
transparent and occurs in zero time. Also, the economies of scale make the use of
certain data routes cheaper.
For secured business transactions, NCS uses Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and
router firewalls for multi-tiered protection against unauthorized access. Language
is not perceived as an obstacle to subregional integration because there is a
willingness for Francophone West Africans to speak English. However, there is a
need for translation tools to facilitate business transactions. To protect against
power outages, alternate sources of power (i.e., solar) are being proposed.
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Subregional Integration
To improve subregional integration via Internet, NCS recommends:
• regional Web pages
• automatic language translators
cyber cash medium
• high-speed interconnectivity
Reston Enterprises (Techiman, Ghana)
Organizational Background
The second interview was granted by the owner of a "telecenter," a central
location offering a variety of IT services. Reston Enterprises serves Techiman which
accommodates traders exporting to neighboring countries in West Africa, Europe,
and Japan. Techiman is a small town of 60,000 inhabitants, but because of the large
outdoor market, attracts market traders from the West African subregion.
The population is very diverse with 45 ethnic groups and 65 languages. The
markethas existed for 50 years and increases the population to about 130,000 during
market days. Reston Enterprises offers Internet access, store-and-forward e-mail
services (via Unix), and houses seven personal computers running Windows 3.11.
Technological Environment
Seven years ago, Techiman had no electricity and only two years ago began
using digital phones. Traditionally, traders have conducted business by driving to
neighboring West African nations due to the substandard telephonic and postal
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infrastructure. Since this is not an efficient manner of using time and resources,
traders have become aware of the cost benefits of information technology.
Internet development is primarily driven by the Techiman Computer Society
which is comprised of technical institutes, entrepreneurs, educational
administrators, medical practitioners, and the media organizations. Demos,
workshops, and seminars have been the primary way to increase awareness, but
these efforts have been inadequate. Local entrepreneurs will not buy into a
technological strategy unless they see it as a means for reducing overhead and
increasing productive efficiency.
Apart from Nigeria, there are currently no initiatives for expanding services
or securing joint ventures to neighboring countries. Ghana's recent divestiture of
the PTO has dramatically increased phone expansion for the first time in 30 years.
District administrators are making plans to conduct Internet seminars to increase
awareness and to make better use of underutilized equipment. The government of
Ghana is getting involved with assistance from U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) and are making plans to link the administrative district
offices with the local and central offices.
Customer Services
The existence of terrestrial and nautical systems have limitations and
satellites are being put into operation creating vastly different arena for access to
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information content. Companies such as WorldspaceTM ^ Motorola'
's Iridium
project have begun to lay the infrastructure for wireless services to ameliorate the
problems of access and reliability.
These initiatives are especially important to the rural areas where
telecommunication connectivity is non-existent. Ninety percent of the telephones
are in the urban areas. Banks have started to network within the country using very
small aperture terminals (VSAT) to cover one-half of their branches. The Ghanaian
ISP, African Online has a VSAT link to bypass terrestrial connections. A $1 billion
expenditure in the telecom infrastructure has been budgeted over the next four
years. This investment will entail an additional 360,000 lines and cellular satellite
links.
Obstacles to Development
It was asserted that the North-South dependency relationship has hindered
developments in the West African subregion. The mind set is that better products
and services come from Europe and the U.S. than from Malaysia, India, China, and
Nigeria. Barriers exist due to the various militarized checkpoints and administrative
hassles throughout the region making travel difficult. Air transport is perhaps the
most reliable means of shipping cargo with the subregion and the control of
airspace is becoming more liberal. The circuitous routes for air transport and
information flow may be cheaper due to capacity utilization.
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Some of the problems in building the infrastructure stem from the fact that
the users are not united in efforts to lobby the government to provide better
services. There cannot be a national information infrastructure until the people who
use it develop a cohesive mandate and identify what inadequacies need to be
rectified. People of the rural communities are more apt to lobby for roads, or
television receivers, but not for improved telecom policy. The three ISPs in Ghana
have not encouraged their subscribers to get involved. Ghana's branch of the
Internet Society is being positioned as the national advocacy group, but efforts have
not been progressive.
Some of the barriers to infrastructural development have been language,
literacy, and class perception. The advent of voice files to accommodate the
percentage of those who are illiterate have been proposed, but have not yet been
implemented. Computers are still perceived as elite "things" associated with NGOs,
corporations, and the "African elite".
The history of computers in Ghana and other parts ofWest Africa has always
been associated with being very difficult to learn and hard to comprehend with
their cryptic DOS-based commands. The Windows-based graphical user interface
(GUI) and the mouse has helped to lower apprehension and the learning curve.
However, there are still places where you have to take a 5-week DOS course before
graduating to the Windows platform.
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Subregional Integration
Some strategies for the West African subregion have been spurred by
involvement of the Heads-of-State. President-to-President communication is an
attempt to end the 40-year fragmentation of the subregion. Many fora are being
organized to discuss the irrationalities of the existing trade flows and the role
technology will play in subregional integration. Involvement at the highest levels
will be the key to implementing key technological initiatives in the West African
subregion.
Ghana Ministry of Communications (Accra, Ghana)
Organizational Background
The third interview featured Ghana's Deputy Minister of Communications.
In the 2- parliament of the 4- republic (1997), a new Ministry was created which
combined the telecommunications, informatics, and electronic media (broadcasting).
This initiative was launched to meet the changing trends in the telecommunications
industry in Ghana. The Deputy Minister was granted the post after having served
the country as the Deputy Minister of Transport and Communications during both
military rule and constitutional rule.
Technological Environment
The current environment in Ghana is viewed in comparison to other West
countries as very progressive. The Deputy Minister views the progress in terms of
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where Ghana has come from, where Ghana is at present, and where Ghana wants
to go. Four years ago, Ghana had only 46,000 lines, 50% of which were not working.
Telecom policy of divestiture or privatization introduced competition and increased
the number of lines to 130,000. In two years, Ghana is projecting to have more than
300,000 lines. One strategic investor has put a 30% stake into the
telecommunications industry which includes a management contract.
The telecom sector of Ghana was formerly state-run, but with the recent
divestiture, competition has become fierce. Much of the investment in telecom
initiatives has been purely by the private sector. This has resulted in expansion into
the under served rural areas. A World Bank consultant has been hired to devise
strategies for telecommunications in the rural areas. One of the problems is that
private telecom providers maintain the use of circuits to avoid losing access when
they need it. Due to shortage of funds, Ghana has not been able to expand telecom
services into the remote areas of the country. However, appropriate policy
initiatives will soon make such a reality possible.
Customer Services
Government initiatives to assist the private sector in developing
technological initiatives has made gradual improvement. NCS brought the Internet
to Ghana in June 1996, so the concept is still new to the private sector. However, the
Ghanaian government sees the private sector as an engine of growth and plans to
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empower them. Traditionally, the private sector is more current in terms of
technological savvy, but the government has created organizations such as the
Private Enterprise Foundation (PEF) to serve as the centerpiece for the private sector
negotiations with the international community.
Obstacles to Development
The issue of North-South flow of information has more to do with lack of
investment rather than the dependency on existing channels of communication.
When the telecom sector was government-run, there were inadequate funds for
investment. The monopoly also stifled growth because customers had to take
whatever the government offered and such a scheme was not profitable. Private
sector participation has allowed deeper penetration without going through a
European intermediary. Because Ghana control the majority share (70%) in the
telecom sector, this prevents dependency on an outside party.
The issue of technological training is a key factor, but has not yet been
implemented at the government level. Traditionally, NGOs, Ministry of Education,
Ministry of Finance had their own training initiatives. Because of this redundancy
and the need to create a central point for technological issues, the Ministry of
Communications was created. Training will be featured very prominently in the
policy procedures that the government of Ghana is going to adopt for the growth
of information technology.
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As for handling the impact of environmental concerns, the Energy
Communication Commission is to collect data on whatever is relevant to the
production of energy. This information is communicated into the rest of Ghana.
When the present government came to power, one of the cardinal principles and
goals was to extend electrical energy into the rural areas. Today, more than 80% of
the district centers are connected.
Studies show that if one is going to connect the entire country on
hydroelectric grid, then there is a possibility of "backyard," or "cottage" industries
emerging out of the village, Demand of electricity is rising so the government has
begun to examine alternative means of power generation. There must be
redundancy to ensure that there is excess energy. At the end of this year, Ghana is
planning to have adequate thermal plants so that a power shortage does not occur
even if the Akosombo dam fails to provide adequate electricity.
Subregional Integration
Suggestions for increased collaboration in the West African subregion must
be initiated with a change of attitudes and a renewed trust for one's neighbor. West
Africa had been fragmented (i.e., Anglophone, Francophone, Lusophone) and
Ghana itself, is surrounded by French-speaking nations. The idea of integration will
take time because "old habits die hard." However, with the arrival of the Internet,
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information has become widely available and can support efforts of integration.
Anglophones will start to learn French and Francophones will start to learn English.
In Ghana's educational system, students take French as a basic requirement,
but are not encouraged to employ this skill with any great effect. The Internet has
the capability to break barriers that hinder communication, promote integration and
create a "global village". Because the European Union's "Euro," and its potential
impact, West Africans are left with little choice but to engage in subregional trade.
Horizontal integration of communication is important. It will take some time, but
people are now focused on this issue.
West African Enterprise Network (Accra, Ghana)
Organizational Background
The fourth interview took place in the regional office of the West African
Enterprise Network (WAEN) in Accra, Ghana. WAEN was founded in 1993 by a
group of young professionals concerned with existing barriers to trade in the
subregion and sought to lobby and advocate for change. The main platform is to:
a. improve dialogue between the state and private sector;
b. facilitate the creation of national instruments adapted to the needs of the private
sector;
c. revamp and equip the banking system with the instruments adapted to meet the
needs of today's entrepreneurs in West Africa;
d. improve the competitiveness of West African products;
e. promote national entrepreneurship.
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The 13 members of WAEN are Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Cdte d'lvoire
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and Togo. These
member countries each have a national office operating under WAEN. The
organization is growing well in terms ofmembership as evidenced by the eight new
members since the inception. WAEN is desirous of having members such as Liberia
and Sierra Leone, but both countries are contending with political irregularities. The
members are deciding on whether to admit Cameroon which is considered by most
to be a part of Central Africa. Guinea-Bissau is also being considered.
WAENwas not initiated by the Economic Community ofWest African States
(ECOWAS), but was purely a private sector initiative stemming from a conference
held in Dakar, Senegal in 1991. Out of the deliberations came the realization that
an organization was needed to serve subregional business interests. USAID and
other organizations expressed interest in the idea, and a proposal was written.
Initially, the five countries received support from the OECD club (Paris) and MSI
International (Washington, DQ. WAEN became fully autonomous in January 1998
and has hired an Executive Secretary.
Initiatives firr Economic Development
WAEN is purely a private sector initiative and attracts businesses from
around West Africa covering a variety of goods and services in diverse sectors. Each
national network in the 13 member countries are responsible to the individual
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members and is headed by a national coordinator. As for monitoring the progress
of the members, it is the prerogative of the national body to track the progress, but
not the mandate of WAEN as a whole. WAEN encourages the building of joint
ventures within the subregion to increase trade activity. There have been several
agribusiness joint ventures between several member countries notably Benin-
Ghana, C6te d'lvoire-Mali, and Burkina Faso-Mali. Most members would agree that
they have made more contacts by expanding horizons by getting a wider market
reach than by being confined to their respective country.
Customer Services
WAEN has a variety of services for members. It publishes a bulletin called
"The Networker," a listing of business opportunities, an e-mail directory, and a
membership database. There are also training activities and ways to offer feedback.
WAEN is currently re-designing the website to include more content, interactivity,
and increased links. The revamped website may also feature a "cybermall" with
links to member website.
As for Internet training, some WAEN companies have provided themselves
with the training needed to increase productivity. However, at each coordinator's
meeting there is available training and demos. One goal for WAEN is to have every
member to get connected to the Internet. In the past three years, the e-mail directory
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has grown from one-half of a page to two pages. This will produce a competitive
environment and encourage every member to get connected.
The overall attitude ofWAEN membership toward Internet development is
very positive. A short time ago, businesses were very suspicious of the Internet and
most were using the fax. Many could not see the benefit of the Internet initially, but
as more people are getting linked to the Internet, they find that they get more
inquiries from abroad. The common question when conducting business abroad is,
"Do you have an e-mail address?" A Ghanaian having been asked this question by
a potential client from India, rushed to get an e-mail account. Since faxing is very
expensive, the Internet has become very appealing.
Obstacles to Development
Since there was such a need for WAEN, no barriers to its growth exist.
Language has been considered a barrier, but the Internet has caused WAEN to
bypass the natural barriers of language. There are 10 Francophone and three
Anglophone nations in WAEN, with determined efforts to speak diverse languages
at meetings with the help of translators and interpreters. However, bringing
Guinea-Bissau, or Cape Verde into the WAEN organization may pose additional
problems due to the Portuguese language barrier.
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As for the dependency of the North-South information flow, it has increased,
not hindered efforts for subregional integration. West African nations have made
overtures to integrate and have found that the impediments are totally unnecessary.
For example, one would spend a few minutes to place a call to Paris from C6te
d'lvoire, but spend perhaps the entire day attempting to place a call to neighboring
Ghana. Thus, the members see an impetus to remove these communication barriers
and seek more subregional integration.
Subregional Integration
As for subregional integration, strategies involve the increased flow of
capital. One of the platfonns of WAEN is to establish banking protocol throughout
the subregion. WAEN encourages members to facilitate monetary transfer using
ECOBANK branches. There have been successful pilot projects to test electronic
funds transfer (EFT) between member countries (i.e., Senegal-Ghana, Nigeria-
Ghana).
WAEN is also working to establish collaboration with Bank of Africa (BOA)
and the African Development Bank (ADB). Currently, there are no relations with
the West African Monetary Agency (WAMA) based in Sierra Leone. If WAEN can
convince members to embrace EFT, then maybe there can be a WAEN/WAMA
collaboration.
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Other regional initiatives find the ECOWAS' attempt to introduce an
ECOWAS traveler's check to alleviate the problems with the different currencies.
The establishment of a West African currency is ambitious, but like the problems
besetting Europe's ''Euro/' each nation is attached to their national identity.
ECOWAS has also succeeded with the movement of travelers with the visa
requirement.
Under deliberation is the idea of collaborating with Sahelian nations. There
are prospects to set up a board to identify obstacles in moving goods through
customs. The platform at ECOWAS Heads-of-State meeting granted WAEN an
NGO platform to speak on private sector issues. WAEN would like to increase
advocacy work and serve as the premier voice for the West African private sector.
With this vision, WAEN would like to be able to negotiate as a bloc to increase
leverage.
Summarization of Case Studies
The case studies demonstrated a consistency of attitudes toward the impact
of certain variables on the technological environment. Through the field research
and interviews, four variables emerged as conditions for Internet adoption and
thus, their impact on subregional trade. These variables are consistent with those
taken from a preponderance of the literature review. They are political, economic,
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social, and technical. Issues of subregional integration were also discussed and
provided the basis for developing Internet strategies.
Political Variable
There are a plethora of sources in existing literature that discuss the impact
of political stability on the transfer of technology. Below is one of many:
Political stability and predictability of change in the environment are
factors often as pervasive as those of competitive or market forces and
are exceptionally important in conditioning the firm and its ability to
adapt and plan future growth.4
Those governments with unstable apparatuses are more likely to centralize
control of the strategic telecom sector. Particularly, telecommunications is a capital
intensive sector thriving on efficiency of services rendered:
These results seem to suggest that the indigenous private sector may
have a more important role to play in promoting effective transfer of
technology and developing the LTC (local technological capacity) has
been realized by most developing countries.5
In these cases, divestiture of SOEs was considered a key issue in expanding
telecom services to the public. However, one case warned of allowing a foreign
investment to control a majority stake in such a strategic sector. Thus, the
^M™*e™nt * * *-** Entries
w c» 5^°Sef N' Ki?^dU/mm^ Organizations in Developing Countries: An Operational
and Strategic Approach (West Hartford, CT: Kumarian, 1989), 207 "^rational
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government has to play an important role to ensure that the local private sector has
adequate support for executing technological initiatives.
Traditionally, political relationships in West Africa have been "colored" by
the colonial legacy. The routes for the flow of goods, people, and information take
on a vertical, or North-South direction. In one of the case studies, the flow of
information made little difference due to the circuitous nature of data when
traversing the network using Internet Protocols (IP). Other cases showed that while
there is a need for subregional collaboration, the North-South flow is a secondary
issue compared with local advocacy issues necessary for increased technological
adoption.
Economic Variable
The economic variable is crucial in determining the absorptive capacity of
technological environment. With the divestiture of a strategic sector being both an
economic as well as a political issue, these case studies showed that it is in the
governments' best interest to spur private sector as an engine of growth in terms of
the distribution of telecom services.
These efforts are particularly crucial in the underserved rural areas. Urban
centers continue to receive most of the attention in terms of technological
concentration further increasing resource inequities. West African governments
have begun to realize the importance of technology as an engine of growth and have
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begun to consider increasing expenditures to provide a wider distribution of
services to regions deficient in both physical and capital resources.
Social Variable
The Internet is influenced by local perceptions influenced by the prevailing
history and culture. These cases showed that the fear of the Internet has gradually
been surmounted and West Africans have thoroughly embraced its virtues. The
attitude is very positive, but the lack of resources hinder efforts to adequately train
those desirous of learning how to apply this technology.6
These cases showed that literacy is not deemed to be as important as a factor
as stated by earlier reviews of literature. Perhaps this is due to the vast
improvements in multimedia technology and "appropriate" interface designs. The
Internet has also been heralded as a means to break the barriers between the
Anglophone, Francophone, and Lusophone West African nations. With the
implementation of language translators and voice files, social barriers are becoming
less of a cultural impediment to the adoption of language-based technologies.
Technical Variable
Technical issues are very prevalent given the poor infrastructure in most
West African nations. Despite such a condition, these cases show that aggressive
at J* U™versity °f Ghana-Legon expressed that while they have a
tanding ofcomputer science, they lacked the resources to gainZne^ed
hands-on experience to apply the knowledge neeaea
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proposals for increased investment in the infrastructure are being made. Much of
what was discussed centered on the advent of "appropriate" solutions such as
satellite-based topologies, increased number of terrestrial lines and alternate means
of power generation (i.e., solar, thermal).
Other issues included new methods of data exchange such as electronic data
interchange (ED!) and electronic funds transfer (EFT). Also mentioned was the issue
of security in terms of electronic flows of information. From the technical viewpoint,
there was an emphasis on securing the flows of information using cryptography
algorithm and firewalls. From the applied viewpoint, integrity and authenticity of
transactions were of paramount importance. The issue of training for the
sustainability of the technological infrastructure was also common in these cases.
Subregional Integration
While issues of coUaboration were espoused by each of the case studies, there
was a difference in the degree of integration sought. Collaborative efforts are seen
as a viable way of achieving increased levels of economic integration and thus, a
decrease in the dependency on the European and the U.S. The Internet is viewed as
a vehicle for subregional integration in a sense that business professionals do not
have to waste precious time and resources traveling by car to meet a business
partner in another country as one of the cases recounted.
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The integration of Western Europe is considered an impetus for further
collaborative efforts in West Africa. West African Heads-of-State are meeting to
determine their course of action based on changes in relationship with traditional
trading partners. One case discussed the idea of collaborative bargaining and a
possible West African monetary policy. This is deemed as a normal response to the
increasing trend of regionalism around the globe and the Internet is perceived as a



























































































Hj: West African traders feel that political instability inhibits rates of Internet
adoption. ACCEPTED
The political variable was found to be a significant factor in the influence of
Internet adoption. The current turmoil in Guinea-Bissau, and current transitions in
Liberia, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone give credence to the salience of political
instability in technological initiatives. The role of government is paramount in
providing a viable foundation for technological absorption. Thus, if there is political
instability, the government will be unable to establish a sound policy for such a
strategically sensitive sector.
H^ West African traders feel that increasing trade competition between regions
necessitates higher rates of Internet adoption. REJECTED
Currently, the emerging trends for greater interdependency has caused
nations to search for ways to maintain competitiveness. One of the ways has been
the employment of information technologies. However, the study found the
increase of interdependency had little influence on whether the Internet should be
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adopted as a means for improving competitiveness. The urgency appears to stem
from the desire to stabilize endogenous (subregional) rather than exogenous
(extraregional) relationships. In the final analysis, the adoption of the Internet is
taking place irrespective of increasing trade competition and is seen as an natural
progression in development initiatives.
r^: West African traders feel that increased rates of technical education and
training increases rates of Internet adoption. REJECTED
Technical awareness has improved dramatically over the last two years in
West Africa. Billboards advertising Internet services are omnipresent on the
roadways and radio personalities frequently invoke the Internet as a fashionable
trend. Perhaps this has caused those involved in the private sector to take an
interest in the Internet as a vehicle for improving productivity. According to the
results of this study, training programs are either inadequate, or lack the relevance
to meet the needs of those interested in Internet employment. Since results have
been abysmal, professionals have begun training themselves.
H4: West African traders feel that the quality of the information infrastructure,
increases rates of Internet adoption. REJECTED
In terms of technical infrastructure, telephone networks have traditionally
been used as a measurement for network development. However, phone services
in West Africa tend to be unreliable. Notwithstanding, Internet adoption continues
to grow with additional prospects for increased penetration. Perhaps the perception
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is that infrastructural problems are so commonplace in West Africa, that creative
ways have been found to deal with such obstacles.
H5: West African traders feel that the adoption of Internet technology increases
subregional trade in West Africa. ACCEPTED
Both the surveys and the interviews showed an overwhelming perceptual
bias towards Internet adoption as a vehicle for improving subregional trade. With
reduced overhead costs, increased market reach, and greater flexibility, potential for
application appears to be boundless.
Research Questions
How do the political, economic, social, and technical variables influence the
extent to which Internet can be adopted?
The findings of the research show that of the variables selected to
describe the potential influence on Internet adoption, only the
political variable showed any significant relationship. The economic,
social, and technical variables (as defined in this study) failed to show
a significant relationship to Internet adoption. Conversely, it was
found that West African traders feel there is a strong correlation
between Internet adoption and subregional trade.
Which variables has the greatest influence on the adoption of Internet?
Among the four independents variables, the political factor showed
the most influence on Internet adoption followed by the technical,
economic, and social. This was based on the construct reliability and
the subsequentANOVA testing. This is further confirmed by building
a multiple regression model in Table 24.
TABLE24. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES'INFLUENCE ON
INTERNETADOPTION
Adjusted Square Standard Error
^Predictors: (constant), TECH, ECON, POLYSCI SOCIAL
Predictors: (constant), TECH, ECON, POLYSCl'
■Predictors: (constant), TECH, ECON,
■"Predictors: (constant), ECON
The regression analysis confirms that the political variable has the
most mfluence on Internet adoption. When the political variable
was
• What are the main inhibiting factors of Internet adoption for trade purposes?
During the case interviews, the main inhibiting factors surfacing were
lack of government liberalization, lack of a viable technical
mfrastructure. The issues of awareness and fear are rapidtyS
surmounted wruch may explain the rejection of the social hypothes"
Review of Demographics
The data for this study comprised both questionnaire and case studies. The
idea was to meld two approaches together to compensate for the inherent problems
when conducting research in countries with poor information resources. The
questionnaires were sent to those serving some aspect of the trade industry.







TABLE 26. RESPONDENTS BY COUNTRY
Ghana Cote
d'lvoire Verde
56.8% 23.0% 8.1% 6.8% 2.7%
Benin Senegal Mauritania Gambia
1.4% 1.4%
The geographic skewness of the data was justified by testing for the
homogeneity of the sample. Using ANOVA, there was no significant difference in
the questionnaire responses among the three language groups. Thus, the sample
was declared homogeneous. As for the size of the companies, 82.2% of the sample
reported companies with 100 or fewer employees.
Review of Technology Profile
Respondent use of the following communications media is as follows: telex,
43%; fax, 93%; telephone, 96%; Internet, 41%; satellites, 5%. In terms of sheer
number of Internet hosts in West Africa, C6te d'lvoire (254), Ghana (253), and
Senegal (117) are leading the subregion. Secondary data show a strong relation
between political instability index (Table 4) and Internet penetration (B=.734).
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Teledensity, a statistic often used to determine potential for IT adoption,
showed a strong negative relationship with Internet adoption (*= -.667). This
relationship implies an inverse relationship between teledensity and Internet
adoption. This may highlight the increasingly popular consensus that teledensity
is an over-rated prerequisite for Internet connectivity.' In addition, the gradual
migration to wireless media may further confirm this hypothesis.
Factor Qa (reliability of telephone networks) showed a weak correlation to
Internet penetration (M=-.00S). Of those companies reporting Internet use, 77% had
100 or fewer employees. Of those companies using computer networks for
transborder data exchange, 75% of those had 50 or fewer employees. Thus, small
businesses surveyed in West Africa appear to be more apt to adopt Internet
technology. The profile of the type of companies adopting Internet technology is
illustrated below:









While initially offering resistance to the liberalization the
telecom sector, many West African governments are increasing
their role in developing the information infrastructure.
West African governments do not wish to an act as "dumping
ground" for obsolete equipment, but will use what they can
adapt to suit the needs of the local environment.
Some West African governments are hesitant about allowing
foreign investors to control the strategic telecom sector.
However, some Francophone West African nations have sold
majority shares to France's telecom.
Economic Variable
The private sector has made progressive strides to incorporate
information technology into their business frameworks, but
cost remains an issue.
In response to an open-ended question included on the survey,
respondents listed greater access to information (33.8%) and
improved communications (24.3%) as the most common ways
that Internet can benefit trade in the region.
Social Variable
The general learning curve for technologies has gradually
decreased in West Africa and awareness is slowly approaching
what Rogers calls the "critical mass"stage.2
2Everett Rogers and Marcel M. Allbritton, "Interactive Communications Technology
in Business Organizations/' The Journal ofBusiness Communication, 32,2 (April 1995): 183.
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The increase of IT awareness is due to aggressive marketing.
In Accra, Ghana, advertisements for Internet services were
prominently displayed on roadside billboards. The University
ofGJwna-Legon has weekly radio show and radio personalities
frequently invoke discussions and small talk about the
Internet. This creation of awareness appears to be effective.
Technical Variable
Wireless technologies are moving to the forefront of
technological solutions in the whole of Africa.
Alternate sources of power are needed to support West
Africa's poor infrastructure. The recent drought in Ghana is an
example of the debilitating effects of inefficient power
production. Solar power has been mentioned as a viable
alternative.
Policy Implications
For a long time, governments around the world attempted to regulate the
flow of information traversing the Internet. Because transborder flows of
information render geographic borders less significant, governments have found
themselves fighting a losing battle against the proliferation of international
networks.
Currently, Ghana has liberalized the telecom sector to increase the efficiency
of services rendered. Nigeria has also made a change in the government policy by
the recent changes by the Nigerian Communication Commission (NCC).3 At
3See Martha K. Onyeajuwa, "Telecommunications Business Environment in
Nigeria," Global Communications: Interactive 1998 (London: Hanson Cooke, 1998), as
discussed on 301-304.
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present, C6te d'lvoire has the highest number of Internet hosts in West Africa.
However,™* of the initiatives for Internet development have come at the courtesy
of France. Thus, the Internet culture has not been indigenized."
The catalyst for Internet development will come at the behest of government
policies in combination with both the private sector and academia. Support of
African universities received a setback several years ago when the World Bank
initiated "structural adjustment" policies to place more emphasis on primary and
secondary education.' This contributes to a paucity of resources and a subsequent
"brain drain" of the best and brightest African students and faculty to West
universities where there are better resources.
The shortage of West African technicians decreases the chances of sustaining
the infrastructure once it has been put into place. Thus, African government must
begin to rethink their position on the investment in tertiary education to attract
African talent back to the continent. Only after there is adequate inteUectual capital
in West Africa will there be a sustainable, indigenized infrastructure.
' "*" *** **"* °f^W™Short," Neu, Yark Times, 26
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Future Projections
While West Africa is brimming with potential, it remains a flashpoint for
political instability. The inclusion of the poorer developing nations in the European
Union (i.e., Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary), combined with the unveiling of
European Union's "Euro," may diminish the strategic importance West African
nations. Thus, the economic integration is becoming a major point of discussion in
West African initiatives.
The question of how to achieve economic integration has been discussed as
far backasl900where the idea of an African "information network" was conceived.
Today's rise of the Internet has provided West Africa with a possible platform for
economic integration. For the 21" century, there will be a plethora of developments
to vault, not only the West African subregion, but the entire continent into greater
positions of leverage.
"African Virtual Universities," "telecenters," and "virtual libraries," have
been suggested as ways to adopt technology to neutralize resource deficiencies.
These initiatives can, and will occur, if West African governments begin to tap both
human and natural resources. As for natural resources, the potential for innovation
in Africa is tremendous. West African scientists will be forced to devise alternative
strategies for power output and innovative ways to adapt the hardware to meet the
harsh conditions of the subregion.
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In the final analysis, West Africa is poised for a "take off." This does not
imply a linear progression in the sense of Walt Rostow's stage theory/ but in the
sense that certain economic and environmental conditions will force the entire
continent to (1) be innovative and forge ahead with ambitious technological
initiatives, or (2) face the possibility of a widening chasm that threatens to render
the entire continent into the abyss of economic marginalization.
Conclusion
With theories of surrounding information technologies in an incubation
stage, it is apparent that those factors once prevalent (i.e., teledensity, social
awareness of technology) are rapidly becoming co-opted by more salient variables.
The blistering pace of technological developments will require industry
practitioners to constantly change the variable inputs to achieve a desired
framework that is appropriate and sustainable.
TTus study examined four variables and found that only the political entity
had a measurable influence on Internet adoption. Perhaps this is due to the
permanency of bureaucracies. However, even the political bureaucracy is changing
due to information technologies such as the Internet. Loader asserts that, "the
nation-state boundaries are said to be weakening both from the development of
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global economies where 'cyberspace is where your money is/ and also from the
lack of control by nationals government over communications in cyberspace."'
In sum, technological advances will continue to be influenced by those
dynamic variables that mold and shape the diverse realities of the world's one
billion citizens. This era has characteristics of previous cycles of innovation. One
difference between the current innovations and those of previous eras, is the shorter
cycles and wider dissemination of innovation.
For half a century, Africa has grappled with vexing problems which serve as
an albatross against the realization of economic potential. With the possibilities of
technological "leapfrogging" combined with the abundance of natural resources,
Africa may emerge as the world's next economic "tiger."
'Brian Loader, ed., The Governance ofCyberspace (London: Routledge, 1997), 1.
CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATIONS
There have been a host of strategies for the building of an African
technological infrastructure to spur economic development. During the technical
assistance programs of the 60s, much of what was intended in terms of technology
transferwasneitherfeasibl^norapplicab.e.Whattypically resulted was technology
transplantation (not technology transferral) and an increasing reliance on Western
consultants to figure out why these "state-of-the-art" methods were inappropriate.
For the business sector to adequately use Internet technology, there has to be
a strong indigenous effort to raise the level of consciousness on the benefits of this
medium. In this study, West African professionals sought better access to market
information at cheap rate, There was also a desire for training to add value to their
respective businesses. Based on these findings, recommendations have been
proffered. Each is delimited by variables relevant to Internet adoption.
Political Initiative - Formation of Internet Advocacy Groups
One of the difficulties of Internet development is the reticence of African
governments to liberalize the telecommunications sector. Perhaps the fears of
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foreign domination are certainly credible as every major corporation is scrambling
to "wire" Africa. Notwithstanding, heavy-handed regulation will prevent
businessesfrombeingable to afford the exorbitant rates often charged by the FTOs.
At a more rudimentary level, the lack of understanding of how information
technologies fit into national development policies results in a lack of urgency in
legislative efforts to increase budgetary expenditures to improve the infrastructure.
Internetadvocacy groups should work to raise the level of awareness of both policy
makers, businesses and the public with sustained activism and implementation.
Since 1995, the Nigeria Internet Group (NIG) has successfully raised
awareness in Nigeria, hosting an array of workshops, seminars, exhibitions, and
short computer and Internet courses. Seeing the potential of the Internet as a tool
for national development, the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC), the
country's regulatory body, rendered its support to the NIG to achieve its stated
objectives for the Nigeria's Internet vision.1
Economic Initiative - Strengthening of Regional Integration
Due to the cost structure of private sector, West African professionals
want
to know how they can create value for their
operation. One of the most common
trends in the international sector





implementation of Europe's unified monetary policy and the launching of the
"Euro," the decreasing importance of traditional trading partners will force West
African nations to pool resources
international sector.
in an attempt to increase leverage in the
Given the characteristics of West Africa, the Internet holds promise for
subregional trade activity. West Africa's problems of financial Uquidity and
currency convertibility can be ameliorated via electronic credit systems to be
implemented by the West African Monetary Agency (WAMA).' Incidentally, West
African banks in Nigeria, Ghana, and C6te D'lvoire have already begun to invest
in computer networks to improve their respective productivity rates and customer
service.' Trade electronic bulletin boards (EBBs) have opened tremendous
opportunities for those businesses seeking to operate in both domestic and foreign
markets via Internet connections.
In 1993, West African nations formed the West African Enterprise Network
(WAEN), which is comprised of business persons interested in promoting cross-
border trade and investment within the West African subregion. WAEN has set
objectives to address issues of critical interest to private sector such as (1)
3Enc Postel "African Banking: An Atmosphere of Change," African Link, 1995,28.
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simplifying subregional monetary transfers (2) facilitating border crossings, and (3)
improving regional road, rail, air, and maritime transport.' Perhaps the above
initiatives can increase the velocity of trade among West African .nations and more
aptly accomplish the aims of subregional cooperation.
Social-Cultural Initiative - Shaping Perceptions of the Internet
One of the major problems with the marketing of the Internet is inducing the
standard progression: awareness, interest, trial, and purchase. The differences in how
the Internet is perceived ultimately determine whether one will be an early adopter,
or a laggard. One difficulty incumbent in creating Internet awareness is the fact that
it cannot be placed in a neatly-conceived construct. This adds to problems of
positioning. Usually, technology bears different connotations depending on what
countries are being targeted. Therefore it is crucial that the Internet is marketed as
a content-rich resource and not as an intricate grouping of computers.
While trade professionals are interested in the Internet and seek awareness
training, most are not interested in too many technical details, but want to know
how the Internet will help them increase business activity in short order.
Furthermore, they want to know whether it will be worth the investment in time
and resources. Results of this study show that small organizations were more apt
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toadopt Intemettechnology thanlargerones. This may suggest that new concepts
are more difficult to sell to larger and more bureaucratic organizations.
While overall awareness has improved, an intense marketing campaign
should be designed to sharply define public opinion of the Internet. Internet
technology inherently suffers from an image problem. There exists a multitude of
interpretations as to what the Internet is. Thus, the new users may not see the
potential to add value with a concept that looks as if it may be too difficult to
understand.
One area of concentration could be a marketing program aimed at destroying
the concept that the Internet is a luxury specifically designed for the African
technical elite. Studies show that the idea of using "opinion leaders"5 in developing
countries appears to be appropriate since it is claimed that his method of
communicating to the potential adopter enhances the effectiveness of the message.6
A connection should be made to show how the "modern" Internet is consistent with
ancient modes of broadband communication existing in Africa such as the "talking"
drum, or the village griot. These analogies are quite easy to comprehend and are
conceptually credible.
*"elite clai "opinions leaders" do not necessarily have to be from the
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The key to successful marketing of the Internet is the richness of the content.
Multimedia technology (i.ev Internet telephony and teleconferencing) has begun to
serve such a role in that it is a more effective mode of communication. Such
applications engage the user in a vivid and animated process of communication, not
unlike the traditional forms of African "high context" communication. In business,
the latest trend is to use liquid marketing, which is enabled by the Internet's use of
multimedia to provide maximum interactivity between business actors/
Technical Initiative - Availability of Subregional "Telecenters"
Business professionals seek a better quality of information from which to
make better decisions in a timely manner. In West Africa, businesses are hindered
by limited resources and lack of current information. The Internet possesses "virtual
libraries/' and "data marts" which hold millions of volumes on practically every
statistical indicator for the business environment. This feature adds instant value
and allows the professional to make well-informed business decisions.
Most have heard of the "gold rush" on the Internet and have expressed
interest in this innovative technology. One common problem that exists worldwide
is the inability for business professionals to obtain adequate assistance in learning
how the Internet can help their business. While the person is convinced that they
should be "online," many times they are not sure why. What typically results is
, *, LROllT'- Wigand' "Electronic Commerce: Definition, Theory and Concent" 7V
Information Society, 13 (1997), 9-W. concept, ihe
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someone tells them how to get on the Internet without conducting a thorough
feasibility assessment of their needs.
The proliferation of subregional "telecenters," or information kiosks can
provide Internet access, consultation and information services for the business
sector. To circumvent the shortage of financial resources, businesses could build
"cooperatives" by conducting group purchases of components to build the
infrastructure needed for adoption.
Often, technical companies providing services to business professionals place
too much emphasis on the technical aspects of the technology without really
providing details on how it can help productivity. For business professionals
needing the skills to use Internet technology effectively, monthly briefing sessions
should be given solely on technology trends, but more important, on "success
stories" of companies who have successfully used the Internet to improve business
productivity.
One of the biggest problems with the adoption of information technologies
is the ability to sustain the infrastructure once put into place. Those countries
having placed a heavy emphasis on science, engineering, and mathematics in
educational institutions have subsequently built viable and sustainable
technological infrastructures. West African universities are plagued with resource
deficiencies, and thus, a lack of emphasis on the technical sciences. Efforts to build
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links between the academic and private sector are crucial in the success of
producing core competencies to maintain a technological infrastructure.8
The West African Internetwork
Unavailability of timely and relevant information is considered as one
of the most unportant causes of slow industrial development in many
LDCs. Application of modem technology for regional sharing of
information is an efficient solution to this problem. These regional
data banks will contain comprehensive data on agriculture, industry
demographics, national accounting and other vitally important
subjects in LDCs, and will be readily accessible to all segments of
population. °
These problems stated above highlight the challenges of building a viable
technological infrastructure to aid in subregional integration. Based on the
questionnaires and case studies, a technological framework was developed in an
attempt to provide to vision for West African subregional integration. This
framework uses a variety of technological, economic, marketing, and administrative
concepts. Figure 4 below illustrates the topology of the subregional framework. The
"West African Internetwork" includes the West African Monetary Agency (WAMA)
based in Sierra Leone and the West African Enterprise Network (WAEN) based in
Accra, Ghana.
University of Ghana-Legon (Department of Computer Science) Roundtable
discuss.on on Informatics and Academia, Accra, Ghana, 20 May 1998. KoundtabIe
Tort™.93"47! I""8™* Td j0lm G°r8°ne' "Multinational Issues in

















Figure 5. The WestAfrican Internetwork
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This framework is powered by the use of the Internet and Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) strategies'"This topology wul be^^ by avaflaMe^
software specifically designed to facilitate EDI/hternet transactions between
buyers and sellers." The EDI/Internet combination is designed to provide
flexibility, increase the velocity of subregional trade while ameliorating the
problems of currency convertibility and financial liquidity.
TheWestAfricanEnterPriseNetwork(hrtP://www.waen.com)featuresboth
an e-mail and membership directory with an accompanying profile of products, or
services rendered. This service is accessible by a personal ISP account, or a regional
telecente,TheWest African Monetary Agency (WAMA) will s«ve as thehubof the
secured network of banks facilitating the transaction between buyers and seller,
WAMA lists its advantages to trading entities as:
costs
foreign exchange for
E-COMM, September/Octobers 7 m
^and inventory control. ^^S£)S^
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** * °f «>*• "* «*- ** "order for trade
Hypothetical Scenario
A WAEN network member in Chad is interested in purchasing a ton of
cocoa. He searches the WAEN Trade Directory and finds a cocoa trader in Ghana.
The initial inquiry is made by exchanging e-mail. After a round of intense
bargaining(usingweb language translators) the two parties agree onaquoted price.
The Chadian buyer sends his bank a digitally-authenticated purchase order and
asks his bank to issue a letter of credit. The bank confirms that there are enough
credits in the account to complete the deal. After confirmation, the bank sends the
request to WAMA.
"West African Monetary Agency Bulletin, Januaiy-June 1996, 9.
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Since WAMA is the central financial hub of the secured network, its job
would be to examine both the purchase order, the letter of credit and update the
export declarationdatabase.-WAMA would thennotify Ghanaian bank to confirm
that credit has been granted and the deal can be completed at the quoted price. The
Ghanaian seller then reads the contract and signs with a digital signature for
authentication. This confirmation is then sent to the Ghanaian bank, after which it
is re-checked for authenticity. Copies of the contract is sent to WAMA who holds
the credits until the cocoa is delivered to the Chadian. After the cocoa is delivered,
the credits are transferred to the Ghanaian bank.
In traditional trade systems, common items of trading information
(i.e., cor^gnor, consignee, buyer, seller, importer, exporter, goods
description, value, quantity, etc.) are repeatedly typed, prSed
T£r - telr?£*•'as each party * • •»«£,p^SS;
Current IT topologies can alleviate the above redundancies by invoking
faster product cycles, improving inventory tracking and streamlining
procurement.^ The result is an increase in trade efficiency and improvement of
subregional trade flows. The benefits of this scheme is designed to make more
uEDl and the Paperless Trade (London: Blenheim, 1990), 8.
^ to African
EDI applications can benefit national tra^plt^ ^dlSCUSS1°n °"
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efficient the use of time, and reduction of administrative expenditures. This study
presents such a framework to serve as a platform from which to devise additional
strategies. If progressive strides are taken by West African nations, perhaps the





Appendix A. West Africa and Subregional Characteristics
Evolution ofRegional Groups
Colonial nations left behind legacies that would mire their former subjects
in a cycle of economic dependency. The colonial system in Africa created economies
primarily dependent on the export revenues of a monocrop culture. This system
was designed to take advantage of division of labor existing between Europe and
Africa.1 During this period, African nations were forced into a position where they
planted 85-90% of crops they did not use for consumption.2
Many of the finished goods imported by African nations are made from raw
materials they export. These goods (sold at value-added prices) often drain
economies with high debt burdens,3 poor terms of trade, and low compressibility
of imports, conditions influenced by the fluctuation of international market prices.4
i-i, i- T°day'rWa*BI*1 relationships are becoming less important in the trade sector. The
Iiberahzauon of trade foreseen by the recent Uruguay Round means that many of the trade
preferences ayadable to African nations will disappear, leading to a subsequent reduction
m export kvels. Robert KappeL "Africa's Marginalization in World Traded Result of the
Uruguay Round Agreements," Intereconomics (January/February 1996): 39.
IW i^f^0-^'%"E"T Underdevel0Pe^frka (Washington: Howard University
i ress, 1*72), 235. These figures have not changed much (See Table 1).
' *1 T386^^3S ' PercentaS* of GNP was a staggering 119% for
8 ale^;Gumea-Bissau'353-7^ C6te d'lvoire, 251.7%; Mauritania,
iri1405% Wld B
S^ T ^ ^ lvoir
W I' I7a!T^59-,7%; Nigeria'1405 - orld ank' World Development Report 1997(Washington: World Bank, 1997). r"1^',
,„„„,,, „., nabons I*,*6 ako been at *e mer<y of natural phenomenon such as
droughts, pestilence, and desertification - all having potentially devastating effects on
export revenues. This is especially ruinous in monocrop economies
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Worsening terms of trade and scarcity of foreign exchange reserves created
cash flow shortages which resulted is a series of defaults and subsequent austerity
measures imposed against African nation, Part of the austerity measures or
"structural adjustments" has been to devalue local currencies and privatize state-
owned enterprises (SOEs) to attract foreign investment (FDI). Many economists and
developers have acerbically rebuked austerity measures as an accelerant to Africa's
demise andatool which leaves thecontinent at the mercy of strictextemal financial
controls.5
The evolution of regional groupings emanates from the desire for African
nations to coalesce and diminish its dependency on the Western governments and
financial institutions. These initiatives started immediately after West African
nations begin to win independence starting with Ghana (1957) and Guinea (1958)
followed by a succession of nations in 1960. While West African nations were
raising their respective flags and savoring their independence, vestiges of
colonialism remained deeply entrenched into the social infrastructure.
While thePan-Africanist fervor was initiated between the mid-19th and early
20th centuries, Ghana's Kwame Nkrumah uttered the initial propositions for
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"continental" Pan-Africanism during the 1960s.' The Fifth Pan-African Congress in
1945 was pivotal in setting the tone for Pan-African activity on the continent of
Africa/ Despite the valiant attempts by Nkrumah, his idea of a unified Africa was
apparently before its time. Many African leaders riding on the crest of newly-,
independence, felt that such a union was ill-timed.8
-won
Inception ofECOWAS
Much ofthe foundation for regionalism was conceived after Nkrumah's pleas
for continental unity were rejected. There were two significant influences in the
quest for regionalism: (1) the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa's
(UNECA) decision in 1962 to integrate at the subregional levels' and (2) the
founding of the Organization of African Unity in 1963 which served as a base for
regional planning.
Hi's Alternative Strategies (London: Hans
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The suggestion of a West African economic community was first made by
President William Tubman of Liberia in his inaugural speech of 7 January 1964. The
next steps were made at a series of UNECA-spurred planning meetings in Niamey,
Niger (1966), Accra, Ghana (1967), Dakar, Senegal (1967), Monrovia, Liberia (1968).
After regional unrest threatened to render an ambitious idea stillborn, Nigeria's
General Yakubu Gowon visited Togo in 1972 and issued a communique to create
an embryonic West African Economic Community between these two nations.10
Three years and many meetings later, a draft was produced and signed on
28 May 1975 by fifteen ministerial representatives." The aims of ECOWAS are:
... to promote co-operation and development in all fields of
economic activity particularly in the fields of industry, transport
telecommunications, energy, agriculture, natural resources'
commerce, monetary and financial questions and in social and
cultural matters for the purpose of raising the standard of living of its
people, of increasing and maintaining economic stability, of fostering
closer relations among its members and of contributing to the
progress and development of the African continentn
. "°°ne^f* t*134 caused m interruption in the proceeding is the outbreak of the civil
war in Nigeria, the primary advocate of ECOWAS. There were also coups de^tL
formerly known as Dahomey, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Togo
diversion was the separate economic community formed by francophone '
Commurmute Economise de VAfrique de VOuest (CEAO) was supported bv
WrX^2C°TrbiUre**hMVy WBi^°f NiSeria"AOkoJaWright West African Regional Development (Boulder: Western, 1990), 26.
"Cape Verde became the sixteenth nation to join after gaming independence in 1975.
Z^ ModuPeola' ^ Gnomic Community of West
Sourcehook (Lagos: Nisri ta* < lU
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Geoeconomic Base ofWest Africa
West Africa occupies a land area of some 2.4 million square miles (6.1 million
square kilometers) extending from Mauritania in the Northwest to Niger in the
Northeast, Nigeria in the southeast and the Gulf of Guinea in the South and
Southwest. Included in this area are three landlocked states Mali, Niger, and
Burkina Faso, the island of Cape Verde, and twelve coastline states (See Figure 5).
In total, there are sixteen participating nations in West Africa (as defined by
ECOWAS).13
With a population of over 200 million, West Africa boasts a large reserve of
human resources, as well as an abundance of natural resources. The subregion is
also replete with other materials such as iron ore, tin, lead, zinc, bauxite, gold, and
diamonds. Other resources come in a variety of cash crops such as cocoa, coffee,
groundnuts, palm oil, and tropical fruits. Many of these West African nations are
the world's top producers of commodity exports, most going to Western nations.
Nigeria dominates the subregion as an economic giant due to possessing
more than 50% of West Africa's population and harnessing a vast oil reserve.
Although Nigeria is perceived as the centripetal force of West Africa, the
subregional giant does not carry the "Leviathan" label as does South Africa in the
Southern subregion. Adibe asserts that despite Nigeria's high size-power
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coefficient it wields only latent power in the subregion." Apart from Nigeria, other
West Africa nations such as Ghana, C6te d'lvoire, and Senegal are considered
economic forces in the subregion.





























































































aWorld Bank, African Development Indicators 1997 (Washington: World Bank, 1997), 7.
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Map ofWestAfrican Subregion




Atlanta, 22 January 1998
Dear Sir:
We, the undersigned professors at Clark Atlanta University, are soliciting your assistance
in a very important research endeavor. Mr. Daaim Shabazz, an energetic and diligent
doctoral candidate, has undertaken for his dissertation, the notable task of analyzmg the
impact of the Internet on West African intra-regional trade.
Many studies have highUghted the immense impact that the Internet will have on the
international trade in the 21st century. The prevailing view is that "technoloiricallv-
developing regions such as Africa, are headed toward marginalization. With your help
perhaps we can discover more positive prospects for Africa's future.
Your participation is absolutely confidential and the results of this study will be made
available to you at your request.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Dr. Snetramay Banerjee, Chair of Dissertation Committee
Dr. KwakuDanso, Chair of International Affairs and Development Program
Dr Olugbemiga Olatidoye, Director of Visualization, Simulation and Design
Laboratory/Atlanta Electronic Commerce Resource Center
Dr. Ismail Abdullahi, Associate Professor of Ubrary and Information Sciences
JAMES P. BRAIVLEV DRIVE AT FAIR STRICT. Sw. . ATL.VJA. GEORGIA 303.4 .
,404, 860-8000




For thepurpose ofthis questionnaire, the "Internet" h dwf»w „
instantaneous exchanges ofinformation berZ'peopifaToZTte™"'™*""*""*»«**■»*•





















Does your oTianization use compu,er nerwoHcs .o Wer da,, .cross nadonai border
a. Yes O b.No O
Vyou answered «No" to quesHonU2ypleasego to Section 2.












more than 50% D
4.









For question *5, please circle thenumber along the scale that indicates the intensity ofyour reaction.





















































































Computer networks have improved regional communication within the West Africa region.

























Political instability threatens transborder flows ofinformation





The more democratic a government is, the easier it is for Internet adoption
g










































TJ. me ofInterne, adoption „ positfvely related „ , ,
Business professions are in.eres.edin learning abouMhe benefit oftoerne, technology.
I >■ Unsuage differences create problems in managing the flow ofdata across borders.
19. face-to-ftce
g
—o-*-ta is important when conducting business in West Afiic.
Technical









Uck oftechn.cal infonnauon about the Interne, i, the reason for its slow acceptance
S g » '° a
Perceived Usefulness












tojeme, technology can enab.e proc^dur,, asks ofr^de ,o be acc^p^ed more ouickly
g ^
Internet technology can increase trade productivity
° o Uu °a









Please provide the following demographic information about your organization.
Country ofoperation28.

















Strongly Agree-SA Agreed Undecided^
33.
Disagreed
reaction ,o the foUowing
Strongly Disagre^SD
32. He foUowing factor affects the adoption of Internet technology in West Afiica.
SA A U D SD
a. Political □ a D D □
b. Economic O D a D
c. Social O D D D




^v can Internet technology be used to increase trade between nations in the West African
After completion, return to:
Mr. Daattn Sbabazz
P.O. Box 92292
Atlanta, Georgia 30314, U.SA.
Thanksforyourparticipation!!
Appendix C Survey Instrument (French)
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School ofAm C- Scvnca
Clark Atlanta University
Atlanta, le Janvier 22 1998
Cher(e) Monsieur (Madame):
l^^^
, telle Predominate etant
Merci d'avance.
nos sentiments tres
Affairs and Deveiopment Program
lsociate Professor of LibTaTy and Information Sci
lences





Pour I'objective de cette questionnaire, "I'Internet "est defini au reseau d'intercormection d'ordinateurs quiprocure
des echanges instantanes d"information entre les gens dans le monde entier.




















Votre organisation utilise t'elle les reseaux electronique pour transierer des donnees a travers les fronu'eres?
a.Oui O b.Non D
Si vous avez ripondu "non"a la question 2t s'If vousplattpasse" a la Section 2.
Quel est le pourcentage de Putilisation reseaux llectroniques par votre organisation consacre1 a I'echange de



















4. Quand est ce que votre organisation a commend a utiliser les reseaux pour echanger des donnees avec d'autre









Pour la question 5, s'il vous plait encercler le nombre qui correspond a 1'intensite de votre reaction.




































































Pour les affirmations 6 and 7, s'il vous plait cocher 1'une des boites qui correspond a l'intensitie de votre reaction.










adopaon de I. ..chno^ „. r
D ED







^eun menace a la secunt. nationale.
ED
a










La transmission de donne&



















16. La croissance de l'adoption de la technologie de I'lnternet est positivement roue1 a I'investissement du
gouvemment en education technique.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D □
17. Les cadres d'aflaire sonl interesses a apprendre les avantages de la technologie de 1'Internet.
TEA EA PD ED TED
Q D P D a
18. Les differences entre les langues creent des problemes de contrdle de la circulatijn des donnees a travers les
frontieres.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D D
19. La communication en presence est impoitante quand on fait des affaires en Afrique de l'Ouest.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D □ D □ □
Technical
20. La compatibility des systemes d'ordinateurs est un probleme significadfdans la transferabilite' de I'infonnation
& travers les frontieres nationales.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D D
21. II y'a un manque de techniciens africains qualifes pour assister a 1'etablissement et au maintain des reseaux
d'ordinateurs intemationaux.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D a
22. La fiabilite" et la qualite du r&eau t&ephonique de l'Afrique est un probleme significadfdans le developement
de la technologie de 1'lntemet.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D D
23. La technologie de PInternet est accepted lentement due au manque d'infonnation technique.
TEA EA PD ED TED





La technologie de I'lntemet pourrait am&iorer refficacite* des relations commerciales en Afrique de l'Ouest.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D D
La technologie de I'lntemet pern permettre les procedures commerciales de s'accomplir plus rapidment.
TEA EA PD ED TED
□ □ D D D
La technologie de I'lntemet peut ame'liorer la productivite.
TEA EA PD ED




27. Oloballement, la technologie de 1'Internet est une application utile pour le secteur commerciale.
TEA EA PD ED TED
D D D D D
SECTION3
Profile de ('Organisation Repondeur
S'il vous plait donner Pinformations demographiques suivante au sujet de votre organisation.
28. Le pays ou vous opere'z










31. Combien des employe's avez vous?
SECTION4
Questions Finales
Pour le question 32, s'il vous plaft s'il vous plaft cocher Tune des boites qui correspond a l'intensitie de votre reaction.
Tris En Accord=TEA En Accord=EA Pas Dicldi=PD En D6sccord=ED Tris En Disaccord=TED
32. Les facteurs suivant influence l'adoption de la technologies d'Intemet en Afiique de I'Ouest.





























33. A votre avi, comment est ce que la technologie de l'lntemet peut £tre utilises pour ameiiorer le commerce entre
les nations de la region del l'Afrique de I'Ouest? (S'il vous plait ecrivez aux majuscules.)
Apra avoirfiitf de rempttr, s'il vous ptaft raourner a:
Mr. Daaim Sbabazz,
P.O. Box 92292
Atlanta, Georgia 30314, U.SA.
Mercipour votreparticipation!!






candidate a doutorado, ^





Chair of Disse^ation Committee
Kwaku D^^roflnternaMona! Affairs and Development Program
Dr. OJugbemiga
Ub
Dr.lsmaU AbduUahi, Associate Professor of Library and Information Science,
JAMES P. BRAVLEV D..VF. AT FA1R STREET SW . ATLANTA. GEORC.A 3O3M .





ParaJim deste questionario, o "internet" e definido como a interconextito de redes de computadores que oferecem
trocas de informfdo instantaneamente entrepessoas em todas asparies do mundo.




















A sua instituicao usa computadores networks para transferir uiformacao atraves das fronteiras nacionais?
a. Sim D b. NBo D
Se a sua respostafoi "Wo"para apergunta U2f porfavor vdpara a sef&o 2.
Em caso de uso de computadores network em sua organizacao, qual i a porcentagem da atividade total relative



















4. Quando a sua organizacao comecou a usar computadores para adquiiir informacdes atraves das fronteiras









Para a pergunta #5, por favor circule o numero na escala que indique a intesidade da sua reacfio.




































































Para as afirmacoes #6 e #7, por ravor escolha um dos hens relacionados abaixo que indica a intensidade de sua reacSo.
Concorda Fortemente=CF Concordat Jndeciso^J Dtscorda=D Discorda Fortememe=DF
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6. Em sua organizacio tern se notado uma apreciavel diferenca em comunicaoes atraves das fronteiras desde uso
de computadores netwoik.
CF C I D DF
O D D D Q
7. Computadores network tern desenvolvido a comunicacao regional na regiSo Oeste da Afiica
CF C I D DF
D D D D O
SEQAO2
Para afirmacdes na sec3o 2, por fevor escoiha urn dos itens relacionados abaixo que indica a intensidade da sua reacSo.






Iostabilidade polra'ca inibe a adoc3o de tecnologia da Internet.
CF C I D
D D D □
DF
D
Instabilidade politica ameaca a corrente de infonnacdes atraves das fronterias.
CF C I D DF
D D D D □
Quanto mais democratico um governo e*, mais facil 6 a adocSo da Internet
CF C I D DF
□ D D a D
Tecnologia do Internet e" percebida pelo govemo como uma ameaca para a seguanca nacional
CF C I D DF
□ □ D □ D
Eeonomia
12. Ha um grande interesse no uso da tecnologia da Internet entre os profissionais de negocios.
CF C I D DF
D D D D □
13. Desenvolvimento da Internet 4 diretamente relcionado com as relacdes economicas com o Oeste
CF C I D DF
D □ D D □
14. Correntes de informacdes atraves das fronteiras 6 essential para o melhoramento dos negocios entre as nacdes
do Oeste da Afiica.
CF C I D DF
D □ D D D
15. Devtdo ao crescimento da competicfio no setor de negocios entre varias regioes, a adocao de tecnologia do
Internet £ necessaria para o Oeste da Afiica.
CF C I D DF







0 fndice de adocSo do Internet & positivamente relacionado com o investimento do goverao em educacSo
t&m'ca.
CF C I D DF
D D D D D
Profissionais de neg6cios estfio interesados em aprender sobre os beneficios da tecnologia da Internet.
CF C I D DF
D D D D D
Diferencas de idiomas cria problemas em manejar a corrente de informacdes atraves das fronteiras.
CF C I D DF
D D D D D
Comunicacio cara-a-cara 6 importante quando se conduz negocios no Oeste da Africa.
CF C I D DF






Compatibilidade com hardware e um problema a significante na transferencia de informacdes atiaves das
fronteiras nacionais.
CF C I D DF
D D D D D
Ha uma minoria de tecnicos africanso qualificados para assistir no estabelecimento a manutencSo de
computadores intemationais network.
CF C I D DF
D □ D D D
Confianca e qualidade dos telefone network na Africa e um significante problema no desenvolvimeno do
Internet
CF C I D DF
D D D □ D
Falta de informacao te"cnica sobre o Internet e a razfio para sua lenta aceitao.
CF C 1 D DF
D D D D D
UtUidade
24. Tecnologia do Internet poderia melharor a efidencia nas relacOes de negocios na regiSo Oeste da Africa.
CF C I D DF
D D D D □
25. Tecnologia do Internet node facilitar o procedimento das tarefas de negocios para serem realizadas mais
rapidamente.
CF C I D DF
D D D D D
26. Tecnologia do Internet pode aumentar a producio dos negocios.
CF C I D DF
a a a d □
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D
27 Acima de tudo, tecnologia do Internet & um aplicacao util para o setor de negocios.
CF C I D DF
D D D □
SEQ4O3
Resposta/Perfil da Organizacao
Por fevor foraeca as seguintes infonnacdes demografica sobre sua organizac&o.
28. Pais de operacfio




30. O seu titulo na empresa/responsasbilidades,
31. Quantas os empregadoes moram em sua organizacao?
SEQAO4
Perguntas Finals
Para a pergunta #32, por fevor escolha o abaixojunto da escala que indica a intensidade da sua reacto.
Concorda Fortemente=CF Concordat Indeciso=J Discorda=D Discorda Fortemenle=DF
32 O seguinte fetor afetadar pela adocflo da tecnologia do Internet no Oest da Africa.
CF C I D DF
a. Politico D D D D D
b. Economico D D D D D
c. Social D D D D Q
d. Tecnico D D □ D D
33. Em sua opniSo. como a tecnologia do Internet pode ser usada para aumentar os negocios entre as nacdes no
Oeste da Africa? (Por fevor escreva em letras de formas.)
Depots de comptetar ate questiondrio, devotva para:
Mr. Daaim Shabazz,
P.O. Box 92292
Atlanta, Georgia 30314, U.S.A.
Muito obrigado(a) pela suaparticipagao!!
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Appendix E. Interview Questions for Case Studies
The set of interviews questions were designed to increase the content of the
overall study by providing information not found in structured questionnaires.
These interviews took place in Accra, Ghana during the Ghana Computer Literacy and
Distance Education Conference on 20-22 May 1998. The organizations sought were
those who had some role in technological development, or subregional trade. While
the content of the questions remained the same, adjustments were made to
accommodate the uniqueness of each situation.
After permission to tape the interview was granted, each interviewee was
thanked for submitting to the interview, given an explanation of why the interview
is being conducted, and how the information would be used. Each interviewee was
asked to state their name and provide a brief background of the company or
organization they represent. After the introductions, the formal interview
commenced. Following are the questions posed in the interview:
• How would you describe your organization's current technological
environment?
What has been some of the biggest obstacles in creating a viable
infrastructure?
• What efforts have been made to increase Internet awareness?
• What kind of progress has been made to increase communication links to
other West African nations?
• What role does the government play (if any) in the development of the
Internet?
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In what ways can the Internet help the business professional?
Does the vertical flow of information hinder the collaboration with the West
Africa subregion?
What efforts have made to develop training programs for the private sector
activity?
Does the language barrier play a role in hindering efforts to develop Internet
connectivity within the subregion?
What ways can the Internet be used to improve subregion trade in the West
African subregion?
The questions posed to the West African Enterprise Network (WAEN) differed
in that more emphasis was placed on economic and trades issues as opposed to
technical. Thus, questions concerning the technological environment were not
asked. Questions were posed about the increased trade activity in West Africa as a
result of WAEN, and collaborative efforts with other organizations in West Africa
(i.e., ECOWAS and West African Monetary Agency).
GLOSSARY
appropriate technology. Technology that is suitable for existing national application.
bandwidth. The carrying capacity of a communication medium measuring the range
of frequencies transmitted at or near maximum levels.
Berlin Conference. Known as the infamous "scramble for Africa/' this meeting was
convened in 1884-85 by European powers (England, France, Germany,
Portugal, and Belgium) to determine the boundaries for colonial rulership
over the entire continent.
brain drain. The emigration of highly-educated and skilled professional and
technical manpower from developing to developed nations.
cookie. A mini-program that builds a profile of a user's browsing habits to customize
information he or she may be interested in the next time they visit the web
site.
developed nation. Those nations capable of sustaining the essential economic, political
and physical infrastructures to produce a situation of relative stability.
developing nation. Those nations mired in varying degrees of destitution, but active
in the process of improving the destitution of present condition of the
internal economic, political, and physical infrastructures.
economic development. Economic development pertains to the increasing efficiency
in the utilization of factor endowments (land, labor, capital) and distribution
of output.
economic growth. Economic growth is a measurement of increased output. Growth
is usually indicated by rising levels of national income. Economic growth is
only one component of economic development.
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Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). The bilateral exchange of business data, (i.e.,
purchase orders and invoices) via a proprietary computer network, or Value-
Added Network (VAN).
extranet. A collaborative network that uses Internet technology to link businesses
with their suppliers, customers, or other businesses that share common
goods.
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). An international body set up in 1947
to investigate a means of reducing tariffs and traded goods and services. Was
succeeded by the World Trade Organization (WTO) after the Uruguay
Round in 1994.
griot. Pronounced gree'o, this terms describes a verbally-gifted individual who
orally disseminates news and information to an entire village. Also pertains
to the oral tradition of passing history from one generation to the next, using
vivid portrayals.
IP host. The physical system which acts as the hub for regulating traffic using
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP).
import substitution. A deliberate effort to replace major consumer imports by
domestic production. Western nations have accomplished this through the
production of synthetic substitutes for commodities like cotton, timber, and
rubber.
Informatics. The design, construction, evaluation, use, and maintenance of systems
of information processing, including the hardware, software, organizational
and human aspects, and their impact on industry, commerce, administration,
and social and political life.
Information Technology (IT). The general term that refers to electronic media used in
the creation, manipulation, and transmission of data (i.e., digital or analog)
over cable, microwave, or satellite channels of communication.
International Monetary Fund (IMF). An international financial institution created at
the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. The IMF is designed to control
fluctuations in exchange rates of world resources in a bid to alleviate severe
balance of payment problems.
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S ^rT pS °f ** National &***FoSIn 1990 the Internet was marketed to the public for commercial use and is
currently maintained by private interests mmercial use, and is
tS^^ f Cribe *e dich°tomous relationship existi
between Ae mdustriauzed states of the northern hemisphere (i.e
Europe, North^^Japan)^^ ^ (
SSS^^ t eth°d *at the fota»« «tes on to locatesend and retrieve "packetized" data across a series of switching pointe ™Z
globalnetwork. Using different routes, each packetfind.TSS£££
reassembled.




^^ZCZ™: SSnatt. °f *e economy P—°tog free-market
of goods
Structure Adjustment Programs (SAP). The institution of policies
sssrta''Konomy to tacrease«—S*
to
transfer. The selection and application of both foreign and domestic
techno ogy under conditions that enhance the gro^h of national
technology capability for the advancement of economic development
telephony The idea of combining the characteristics of both computers and
telecommumcations to transmit voice/video signals from point to point
terms of trade. The price ratio of exports to imports.
trade creation. Following the creation of custom unions, this occurs when there is a
2£E£ETPc location of production from hw to
trade diversion. FoUowing the creation of custom unions, this occurs when the locus
mernS btformerly bapM g°°dS sWft from a ^wer-cost no"member to a higher-cost member.
Uniform Resource Locator (URL). A unique address assigned to a given location to
identify a specific source of data. «n«.anonto
Umr. This is a set of computer instructions serving as the liaison between the user
and the computer hardware (i.e., MS-DOS). It was conceived at Bell
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